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Looks like Brooke and
Bill can’t stay away from 

each other even though they 
are in-laws! The Bold and
the Beautiful’s controversial 
duo can’t suppress their
feelings in spite of the
heartbreak this will cause
Katie. Back in the Bay,
Marilyn is going through her 
own relationship woes and
barely able to keep her
marriage on track. A kiss
between Steph and Belinda
will no doubt raise eyebrows 
on Neighbours while there is 
more havoc in store for the
Wentworth inmates. We chat 
with the always affable Ellen 
DeGeneres about her love
affair with Australia. We’ve
got terrific prizes to win plus 
our new fun puzzles. Enjoy
the issue and stay safe.
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Ridge is aghast at Katie s
betrayal but Bill bellows that
he and his wife don’t keep
secrets from each other. Bill
then addresses his niece and
insists that Ridge won’t be
controlling her life any more
as he plans to let the whole
world know about Forrester’s
latest farce.

Ridge tries to point out
how many lives Bill will be
affecting by publicising
such sensitive news but
Bill counters that those
consequences should’ve
been considered before
perpetrating such an
elaborate falsehood.
Ridge explains that the
circumstances of Douglas’s
conception were the
result of alcohol, pills and
misunderstandings but Bill
isn’t the least bit appeased.

Bill uses his own two
sons as an example of
how he never knew either
one existed until they were
adults. As much as he

enjoys fatherhood now, Bill
rages that he was robbed
over all those years, not
knowing his own children
while they were growing up.

Bill then proclaims the lies
stop now and that Caroline
will inally be free of Ridge’s
inluence. A fed-up Caroline
steps forward and orders her
uncle to be quiet and listen.

Caroline irmly informs Bill
that she, Ridge and Thomas
are trying to make the best
of a very complicated matter
and this was the most
sensible solution they came
up with. Caroline affirms that
she and Ridge are Douglas’s
parents and as far as she’s
concerned, this is neither Bill
nor Brooke’s business.

Bill falls silent, pondering
Caroline’s passionate words.
Ultimately, he promises
to respect her decision
although doing so goes
against his better judgement.
Caroline thanks her uncle for
understanding and they hug.

Ridge then asks if Brooke
(Katherine Kelly Lang) will
also honour this arrangement
and she gives her consent
under one condition. She tells
Ridge to be more respectful
of Rick and to let him be

more involved 
with the decision-
making process at Forrester 
Creations. Realising it would 
be a small price to pay, Ridge 
gratefully acquiesces.

Bill and Brooke leave and 
head over to her house. 
There, Bill complains that he 
can no longer tolerate Katie’s 
drinking and moods. Bill then 
admits that he cares deeply 
for Brooke, just as Katie had 
always suspected. 

Brooke grows uneasy and 
warns Bill to abandon this 
line of conversation but he 
declares his love for Brooke 
and pulls her into a steamy 
kiss. Brooke succumbs at 
i rst but dei antly pulls away, 
reminding Bill that he is her 
sister’s husband.

Bill insists that he can’t 
deny his love for Brooke any 
longer and he knows that she 
feels the same way. Before 
Brooke can respond, Bill 
scoops her into his arms 
and carries her to the bed.

Once again, Brooke gives 
in to the heat of the moment 
but as Bill unbuttons her 
blouse, she comes to her 
senses and insists they stop. 
Bill rhapsodises that this is 
their opportunity to i nally be 
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Too 
hot 
to handle?

A
rmed with the 
knowledge that 
Thomas, not 
Ridge, is the father

of Caroline’s son, Douglas, 
Bill charges over to the 
Forrester manse to confront
the parties involved. 
Predicting this ambush 
could become a volatile 
situation, Brooke suggests 
that she come along, too.

Ridge (Thorsten Kaye), 
Caroline (Linsey Godfrey) 
and Thomas (Pierson Fode) 
are in the living room when 
Bill (Don Diamont) suddenly 
barges into the house 
without even knocking. 
When Ridge objects to Bill’s 
intrusion, Bill declares that 
his concern for his niece 
supersedes any display 
of etiquette. 

Bill then proceeds to blast 
Ridge for dragging Caroline 
into more Forrester family 
drama. Ridge demands to 
know what Bill is talking 
about and Bill reveals that 
he knows Douglas’s true 
paternity. Ridge and Caroline 
try to deny the allegation 
but Bill orders them to stop 
their lying because Katie 
(Heather Tom) revealed to 
him the truth.

It’s super 
sizzling between 
Brooke and Bill 

as Katie tries 
again to save her 
marriage. But is 

it too late?

coverstory
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL

PASSIONATE TRYST
Bill (Don Diamont) with Brooke (Katherine 

Kelly Lang) in his office ‘nap room’. 



CUTS BOTH WAYS
Bill tells Brooke
(left) that he can

no longer deny his
love for her. But
when he comes
home to Katie

(Heather Tom) she
is contrite and

wants to heal their
marriage woes.

together but Brooke argues that 
he needs to mend his troubled 
marriage to Katie. 

Bill disputes Brooke’s 
suggestion and proposes 
that they go to Katie and be 
completely honest with her. 
Our lives together start tonight, 
Bill professes, and Brooke 
reluctantly nods.

When Bill and Brooke return 
to his home they are surprised 
to i nd a contrite Katie, who 
tearfully apologises to Bill for 
her drinking and behaviour. 
She then vows to get sober 
for the sake of their family.

Katie next begs for Brooke’s 
forgiveness for the terrible 
things she said to her sister. 
As they hug, Brooke looks at 
Bill with sad eyes. When Katie 
leaves the room to check on 
Will, Brooke demands that Bill 
give his marriage another try.

Bill baulks but Brooke insists 
that this is the way it has to 
be. Katie returns and Brooke 
says that she has to leave. The 
sisters hug another time and 
Brooke departs, leaving 
a frustrated Bill behind. 

The next day, Bill asks Brooke 
to come to his office so they 
can talk. When Brooke shows 
up, Bill announces that he 
has something very special 
to show her. Bill then unlocks 
a door and ushers Brooke in, 
where she i nds a space that 
is decorated like a lavish hotel 
suite, complete with a bed.

Brooke shares her surprise 
and Bill explains that it was 
once his private gym but he 
recently had it refurbished. 
He closes the door and locks it, 
assuring Brooke that they won’t 

be interrupted as no one 
knows they’re here. 

Bill kisses Brooke and 
unzips her dress. She steps 
out of it and allows herself 
to be pulled down to the bed. 
After more kissing, she asks 
Bill to just hold her. After 
some brief snuggling, Brooke 
says she must go and Bill 
watches her leave. Unknown 
to both of them, Brooke has 
left an earring behind.  

When Bill walks back into 
his office, Liam (Scott Clifton) 
is waiting for him and asks 
what is on the other side of 
that door. Bill del ects his 
son’s question and after they 
discuss a business matter, 
he announces that he’s 
going home to Katie.

After Bill leaves, curiosity 
gets the best of Liam and he 
pushes the door open and 
walks into his dad’s never-
before-mentioned inner 
sanctum. Liam is stunned to 
i nd a secret hideaway that 
looks like a place for intimate 
trysts. As he’s looking 
over the space, Liam i nds 
Brooke’s earring on the bed. 

Bill’s secretary, Alison 
(Theodora Greece), enters 
and asks what Liam is doing 
in his father’s nap room. Liam 
is surprised by the term but 
she explains this is where 
Bill takes his power naps.

Liam is dubious of the 
description, so he holds 
up the earring and asks 
who it could belong to. 
Alison quickly answers 
that the jewellery obviously 
belongs to Mrs Spencer and 
Liam notes he will return the 
item himself to his stepmum. 

Bill shows up in his kitchen 
to i nd Katie and Will happily 
making cookies. Alison calls 
Bill and tips off her boss that 
Liam has what is obviously 
Brooke’s earring. Before Bill 
can react, Liam appears and 
tells Katie he has something 
that belongs to her.  TVS
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L
iam is
awakened
by a noise
in the other 

room and, after 
grabbing a golf 
club, he tiptoes out 
to investigate. In 
the darkness, Liam 
can see a fi gure with 
a torch rummaging 
through desk drawers 
and picking up 
objects to inspect.

Liam (Scott Clifton) 
creeps up behind 
the person and slugs 
them with one whack 
from the club he’s 

ying. The intruder 
apses to the fl oor and 
m sees that a hooded 
k is covering his or 
face. Liam yells 
Quinn’s name then 
tches the hood off. 

However, he’s surprised 
to see a complete stranger.

As Liam calls the police, 
the man pleads with his 
captor to just let him go 
as he is having money 
problems and only wanted
to fi nd items of value he 
could sell for quick cash. 
Liam is unmoved by the 
tale of woe and holds the 
bat menacingly in the air to 
keep the stranger subdued.

The police arrive and 
arrest the burglar. The 
offi cers ask Liam to come 
to the police department 
so he can identify the man 
in a line-up with other 

LEGAL GLITCHES
Wyatt (Darin Brooks)
wants to stay married
to Steffy (Jacqueline
MacInnes Wood) but 
can Liam’s theory 
change things?

Is Steffy and Wyatt’s 
union invalid? After 
some bizarre events, 
Liam thinks this 

is the case

‘The
marriage

is a
fraud!’
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individuals. 
Liam 
readily 
agrees that 
he will 
report to 
the precinct 
as soon as 
he changes 
from his 
sleepwear. 

En route 
to the police 
station, 
Liam calls 
Wyatt (Darin 
Brooks) and 
shares what 
happened. 
Wyatt offers 
to meet his 
brother 
at the 
destination to 
support Liam 
through the 
identifi cation 
process. 

At the 
police station, 
Liam and 
Wyatt watch 
through a 
window as 
fi ve men are 
led out. Liam 
immediately 
points at the 
man who 
was in his 
home and the 
stranger is 
brought out for 
questioning. 

However, 
in closer 
proximity, 
Wyatt exclaims 
that this is 
the Reverend 

Rydell (Chaz Bono), who 
had married him and Steffy 
(Jacqueline MacInnes Wood). 

Liam is shocked as 
he realises that this Rev 
Rydell could most likely 
be a fraud, which means 
Wyatt and Steffy’s marriage 
would be invalid.

Wyatt later relays the 
stunning news about Rev 
Rydell’s brief crime spree. 
Steffy wonders what drove 
such a seemingly respectable 
man to break the law. 

At Forrester Creations, 
Liam approaches Steffy 
and shares his suspicion 
that Rydell may have 
not had the credentials 
to legally offi ciate at her 
wedding. Liam excitedly 
points out that if he’s right 
and Steffy isn’t Mrs Wyatt 
Spencer, then this is a 
sign that she and Liam 
are meant to be together.

Steffy’s mind is reeling 
as she considers the 
possibility. She doesn’t 
admit her longing to be with 
Liam but he thinks he can 
see in her eyes that she 
wants them to be reunited.

When Wyatt later hears 
Liam’s theory he requests 
that even if he and Steffy 
aren’t legally married, they’re 
still committed to each other. 
Liam warns Wyatt not be too 
sure about that.

Wyatt goes to Bill (Don 
Diamont) and reveals the 
dilemma. Bill sees how upset 
his son is and declares 
there’s only one way to 
resolve this. Bill then takes 
Wyatt to the city clerk’s 
offi ce and explains that if 
there is no marriage licence 
on fi le, then that means 
Wyatt and Steffy are not 
husband and wife.

Wyatt waits anxiously as 
the clerk searches the fi les 
— and locates the marriage 
licence that proclaims Wyatt 
and Steffy as a legally bound 
couple. Wyatt is elated but 
Liam is later devastated by 
the development.

Wyatt excitedly informs 
Steffy of the fi nding and 
she appears to be happy 
by the outcome. However, 
the disappointment on 
her face over the thwarted 
opportunity to be with 
Liam is evident. 

Knowing how she felt 
when faced with the 
possibility she could 
be single, will Steffy be 
able to hold on to her 
commitment to Wyatt? TVS

lthough Nicole has agreed to allow
a seemingly repentant Sasha to
remain a Forrester model, Nicole

doesn’t trust her sister. Sasha agrees that
Nicole and Zende belong together and is 
thankful for the second chance.

Ridge (Thorsten Kaye) summons Sasha (Felisha Cooper) to
his office and she fears that he heard about her fake pregnancy, 
a lie she told so she could hold on to his nephew, and will i re her. 
Instead, Ridge announces that he wants to promote Sasha 
to be one of the lead models for Forrester’s new lingerie line.

Sasha is thrilled until Ridge announces that Zende (Rome 
Flynn) will be the photographer on the project. Ridge shares that 
this is a valuable opportunity for Zende to be recognised as a 
world-class photographer. However, Sasha is concerned about 
Nicole’s (Reign Edwards) reaction. 

Zende shares the news about his latest assignment and 
Nicole affirms how proud she is of her boyfriend. But when 
Zende mentions that Sasha will be one of the models, Nicole 

immediately objects to him working 
closely with his ex-girlfriend. 

Upon hearing that Nicole is 
against the project, Zende agrees 
to decline his uncle’s offer. No matter 
what it means for his career, Zende 
assures Nicole that her happiness 
is his i rst priority.

Sasha is stunned when she hears 
that Zende has pulled out of the 
project. She begs Nicole to change 
her mind as she says this is a terrii c 
break for the talented cameraman. 

Zende and Ridge show up 
and Ridge coni rms that another 
photographer has been assigned to 
the lingerie shoot. Sasha interrupts 
that she is the reason that Zende 
has dropped out so she volunteers 
to model another line, which should 
appease Nicole. That way, Zende will 
have the chance he deserves to show 
off his photography skills.

Nicole declares that Zende has 
made his decision and that Sasha 
can still be one of the lingerie models. 
Sasha is disappointed that Zende 
is stepping down from such an 
important project.

Later, Nicole visits the showroom 
to i nd Zende involved with his 
alternative gig: taking pictures of 
shoes. Nicole feels guilty that her 
boyfriend is working on such a boring 
assignment even though he claims 
to enjoy his new job. 

Will Nicole give in and let Zende 
return to shooting the lingerie line? 
Maybe not, if she knew what her 
sister is about to say to Zende. TVS

A

Undercover 
agent
Sasha is set to be a 
lingerie model, with 
Zende as photographer. 
But not if Nicole has 
any say in it

 Ridge 

 Zende 

 Nicole 

BIG OPPORTUNITY
But Sasha (Felisha 
Cooper) has concerns.

BOLD BREAK-IN
 Liam (Scott 

Clifton) takes 
a golf club to a 

hooded intruder 
at his beach 

house. He thinks 
it is Quinn but 

may soon be 
surprised. 
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T
roughout her

tormented life, Patty 
Williams has been 
a fragile soul, wickedly 

tortured by the mental demons 
that originally overtook her 
when her i rst husband Jack 
Abbott treated her harshly 
in the 1980s. Since her 
i rst miscarriage-induced 
breakdown, her parents and 
big brother Paul have carefully 
cosseted her from as much 
pain as possible. Unfortunately,
Patty’s obsessive delusions 
of love for Jack completely 
broke her, plunging her down 
a slippery slope of insanity. 

In and out of institutions 
for most of her life, Patty 
(Stacy Haiduk) has most 
recently been living in Paris 
but in recent weeks she 
slipped back into Genoa City 
undetected. Naturally, Paul 
(Doug Davidson) dreads the 
state she is in when his police 
colleagues report that she’s 
been found living on the 
streets near the station. It’s 
soon clear that Patty needs 
help when she breezes into 
headquarters cheerily saying, 
“Hey Paulie. Long time no see.” 

Amazed to see that his 
sister somehow survived the 
Newman Towers explosion 

four months ago, Paul
immediately asks her why 
she was desperate to contact 
Dylan (Steve Burton) that 
fateful night. Nobody can 
trust Dr Anderson (Elizabeth 
Bogush) who is pure evil, 
Patty agitatedly announces 
as she i ghts Paul’s edict 
that she must return to 
Fairview Psychiatric Hospital 

immediately. Afraid of being 
back in Anderson’s orbit, 
Patty angrily ignores Paul 
and calls Anderson a liar 
when she warns Patty of the 
consequences of making 
friends like she did with 
Sharon (Sharon Case). 

Overhearing Patty’s remarks, 
Sage (Kelly Sullivan) and 
Nick (Joshua Morrow) push 

her for answers and are 
stunned when Patty blurts 
that Anderson “i lled Sharon’s 
head with such nonsense”. 

Despite Sage and Nick 
eventually piecing together 
the puzzle to realise that Dr 
Anderson is really a revenge-
minded Sandra Allen, who’s 
seeking payback against 
Nick for paralysing her as 
a teenager, Patty’s warning 
comes too late to save her 
own skin. Patty is forced to 
murder Dr Anderson to escape 
the doctor’s wrath for Patty 
trying to expose the fact that 
Anderson stole Sage’s baby 
Christian to pass him off as 
Sharon’s son Sully. 

After the murder, Patty 
lapses into a catatonic state. 

Little sister

  
   

NIGHTMARE CASE
Paul (Doug Davidson) comforts 
his troubled sister Patty (Stacy 

Haiduk), wondering how to find a 
motive to justify her actions. 

Patty’s
murderous
actions convince 
a devastated Paul 
that there’s no 
hope of his insane 
little sister ever 
recovering

dayti e
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS

VENGEFUL
Dr Anderson (Elizabeth Bogush) 
is labelled “pure evil” by Patty.



Covered 
in blood, 
Patty sits in 
her room, 
rocking 
and singing 
Hush, Little 
Baby to 
herself. 

Warned 
by Nick, 
who found 
Anderson’s 
body, that 
Patty killed 
her, Paul 
ights tears 
as he apol-
ogetically 
begs his 
sister to tell 
him what 
happened. 
Instead of 
being open, 
Patty shuts 
down, 
reliving the 
horror of 
the murder 
in her mind. 

Resigned 
to getting 
no answers, 
Paul 
blames 
himself 
for not 
seeing that 
Patty was 
terrii ed of 
Anderson 
and can 
only 
speculate 
that Patty 
killed her 

during a psychotic episode. 
His only thought is to keep 
Patty from being transferred 
to a maximum-security 
prison but he knows that’s 
only possible if he can i nd a 
motive to justify her actions. 

Witnessing his father’s 
unease, Dylan doggedly 
questions his aunt for the 
details of the murder but is 
stunned when Patty screams 
that she’s not a murderer. 
Paul calms the situation 
and strongly advises Dylan 
to back off. Patty becomes 
dangerous when she 
perceives someone as a 
threat and Paul can’t risk 
Dylan getting hurt. He’s 
closing the case without 
any concrete answers so 
he can end the nightmare. 
All that’s left to do now is 
to just love Patty. TVS

n the few months that Jill has been out of town on business, 
Cane and Lily’s marriage has completely collapsed, seemingly 
beyond repair. Cane cannot forgive his estranged wife’s repeated 

inidelities with Joe Clark or the fact that Lily blindly accepted Joe’s lies that 
Cane was a kidnapper and extortionist.

The sorry state of the Ashby union isn’t going to 
deter Jill (Jess Walton) from trying to forge a way 
forward for the couple. She knows that Cane (Daniel 
Goddard) and Lily (Christel Khalil) still love each 
other and need to be together for their twins’ benei t 
so she’s not about to let them make a hasty mistake. 
Spying Cane meeting Michael (Christian LeBlanc) 
to start divorce proceedings propels Jill into 
arranging a family intervention. 

Drilling her family on the roles she wants them to 
play, Jill starts the intervention by telling an uplifting 
story that quickly has Cane smiling at Lily. Lauren 
(Tracey Bregman) takes the reins to remind the 
couple why their marriage has worked in the past 
and why it still works today. 

Accepting the advice, Cane leads Lily away to 
privately thrash out their differences. In an Athletic 
Club suite, the conversation prompts them to admit 
they miss each other. Lily and Cane are soon 
making love but afterwards Cane asks, “Now what?”
Despite the incredible moments they’ve just shared,
he just can’t fathom where 
they’re headed. 

Lily’s suggestion that he’ll 
have to forgive and trust her 
again short-circuits Cane’s 
angst. He’s not sure if he’s 
ready to get past that major 
stumbling block so he thinks 
they should leave behind their
sexual reunion in the room 
and take things slowly once 
they leave. Lily sighs with relief
when Cane exits, giving her a
passionate goodbye kiss. TVS

I

Marriage 
mediator

Jill plays peacemaker in 
a desperate attempt to stop 
Cane and Lily getting divorced

Lily and Cane 
are soon
making love
but afterwards 
Cane asks,
“Now what?”

INTERVENTION 
Jill (Jess Walton)  
believes Cane 
and Lily still love 
each other. 

 Cane 

 Sage 

 Nick

 Dylan 

 Lily 

 Joe 
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P
hyllis and Billy have 
all of their ducks in 
a row and are just 
about ready to strike 

and bring Victor to his knees 
once and for all. However, 
Phyllis still has reservations 
about Kevin’s involvement 
in the project. She fears that 
his unpredictable nature 
could impact upon Natalie’s 
ability to deliver the computer

The path to
destructi

program that will wreck 
Victor. Billy is also growing 
wary of Victor’s decision to 
appoint Victoria as overseer 
of Natalie’s project. After 
all, his fi ancée is a savvy 
businesswoman who could 
quickly work out that her 
father is being scammed. 

True to form, Victoria 
(Amelia Heinle) wastes little 
time complaining to Billy 

(Jason Thompson) that 
Natalie (Mara McCaffray) is 
not to be trusted with such 
a delicate operation. Newman 
Enterprises’ successful 
resurrection is squarely at 
the girl’s mercy and she’s 
such an unknown quantity.

However, Natalie seems to 
be proving her worth as she 
exhausts herself trying to 
iron out the major bug that 

Natalie thinks she’s 
perfected the key to 

Victor’s downfall but she 
and her bosses, Phyllis 

and Billy, encounter 
two dangerous 

obstacles 

 Phyllis 

 Billy 

UNIQUE GEEK
Natalie (Mara 
McCaffray) seems 
to prove her worth 
as she irons out her 
major software bug.
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Noah is 
an unwitting 
casualty of 
Adam and Luca’s 

vindictive plot to 
ruin their fathers

motionally rejected 
by their fathers, 
Adam and Luca have 

entered into a bloodthirsty pact 
to use Victor and Mr Santori’s 
criminal sins against them so 
they can oust them from their 
respective companies and 
seize control for themselves. 
Unfortunately for Adam, Victor 
is blackmailing him with the 
secret of Christian’s paternity 
so an antagonised Adam is 
being forced to play by his 
father’s rules as well. 

Finally, the long-anticipated 
moment arrives. Unaware 
that Adam (Justin Hartley) is 
betraying him, Luca (Miles 
Gaston Villanueva) prepares 
to furnish the FBI with the 
information that will bring 
down his father. All he has to 
rely on is Adam simultaneously 
producing the evidence to 
defeat Victor (Eric Braeden). 

However, a chat with Chelsea 
(Melissa Claire Egan) suddenly 
derails Adam’s coni dence in 
his pact with Luca. Chelsea’s 
insistence that Adam can’t trust 
the dangerous Luca prompts 
Adam to pull the trigger on 
Luca instead. Adam fakes 
a meeting with the FBI for 
Luca’s benei t but really gives a 
Newman Enterprises employee 
a ile of harmless documents. 
He then watches Luca handing 
over real evidence on his father.  

Outraged when a gloating 
Adam tells him the truth, Luca 
screeches, “You set me up.” 

He’s livid by Adam’s refusal 
to keep the Santori papers 
from the FBI, forcing Luca to 
blackmail Adam. If Adam ruins 
him, Luca will ensure that Noah 
(Robert Adamson) goes to 
prison for running down Billy 
(Jason Thompson). 

Shell-shocked by the 
revelation, Adam demands that 
Noah tell him it’s all lies but 
when Noah confesses the truth, 
Adam is shattered. He’s not 
about to destroy Noah’s life 
to get revenge on Luca. 

However, a devastated 
Noah decides to confess to 
the police. Adam freaks out 
at the consequences and 
uses Sharon’s (Sharon Case) 
precarious mental health to 
force his nephew to back down. 
Noah won’t rest easily, instead 
proposing an alliance with 
Luca to destroy Victor. Once 
again, Adam considers this 
a dangerous move and orders 
Noah to take Marisa (Soi a 
Pernas) and leave the country 
until he can neutralise Luca. 

Noah agrees to go but 
when Victor learns what  
has transpired he explodes 
at Adam. Berating Adam’s 
stupidity in putting Noah’s 
freedom at risk, Victor confronts 
Luca. Physically grabbing him, 
Victor growls that he’ll kill Luca. 
However, Luca l oors Victor 
when he i res back that if Victor 
tries to kill him, he’ll ensure 
that not only does Noah go 
to jail but that Victor will also 
be in a cell beside him, locked 
up for his crimes involving 
Marco Annicelli. TVS

Innocent 
victim

E

is present in her 
software. Kevin (Greg 
Rikaart) is growing bored 
waiting for results and 
his speculation about 
Victor’s (Eric Braeden) 
activities worries Natalie, 
who knows she’ll incur 
Phyllis’s (Gina Tognoni) 
wrath if she fails. Kevin 
is also suspicious 
that Natalie is up to 
something untoward 
and plans on digging 
for answers. 

Desperate for 
protection, Natalie 
harasses Billy but 
his obsession with 
destroying Victor only 
amplifi es her concerns. 
Victoria’s interruption 
(while Billy hides) adds 
more misery for Natalie 
who later frets that 
Billy’s relationship with 
Victoria will intrude on 
the project. It’s a thought 
that secretly terrifi es 
Billy as she worries 
about betraying Victoria. 

To make matters 
worse, Victor interrogates 
Natalie, wanting 
access to her program 
immediately. Forced to 
demonstrate the fl awed 
version, Natalie reels 
when Victor growls that 
she has a week to deliver 
a functioning protocol. 
Once alone, he shares 
his suspicions with 
Victoria, both wondering 
about the identity of 
Natalie’s boss. After all, 
she’s not strong enough 
to be working alone. 

However, Victor and 
Victoria are unaware that 
Natalie has played them 
for fools. In private, she 
demonstrates a workable 
version of her software, 
to be known as Pathkey, to 
a thrilled Phyllis and Billy. 
They’re also blown away 
to learn that Natalie has 
planted a bug in Victor’s 
offi ce computer as they watch 
Victor and Victoria conspiring 
to appoint a babysitter to 
watch over Natalie. 

Unfortunately, Phyllis 
quickly discovers that 
new Newman Enterprises 
employee and her daughter 
Summer (Hunter King) is the 
person Victor has entrusted 
with watching Natalie and 
she’s not happy. Phyllis turns 
on Natalie, brutally warning 
her pawn that if her daughter 
gets caught in the crosshairs 
of the vicious war that’s about 
to erupt then Natalie will be 
one of the fi rst casualties. TVS

 Adam 

 Luca 

 Kevin 

DEVASTATED
Noah (Robert 

Adamson) wants
 to confess.
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Weekdays
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on ARENA

W
hat prompted
the move to
Las Vegas
for you and

your family?

My wife Lisa and I wanted
to open a business, Cardio
Barre Las Vegas. Lisa has
been a master trainer at
Cardio Barre for the last six
years. It’s what fulils her.
She’s been supportive of my
career for so long that the
least I can do is try to gain
support and momentum for
this business that she so
irmly believes in.

Were you nervous
about making this
big move?
It seemed like a crazy idea
at irst, but the more we
thought about it, the more
it made sense for us as
a couple.We met on the
road, touring in Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat, so travelling is
no stranger to us.

Once you made the
move, what did you
learn about living in
Las Vegas?
What surprised me most
is the abundance of family
living and lifestyle that
there is outside of the Strip.
I didn’t know that those
communities existed where
there is grass and schools,

families and parks that
you can actually have a
wonderful family existence
in, out there in Vegas.You
hear the words ‘Las Vegas’
and you think of gambling,
casinos and jazz clubs, and
those sorts of things, and
nothing could be further
from the truth. I wouldn’t
have let my family establish
a home there if I didn’t feel
absolutely secure that they
were going to be safe. It also
surprised me that you can
be out in the desert and not
realise it’s the desert at all.

FAMILY MAN
Martsolf with wife Lisa and 
their twin sons Mason and 
Chase. ‘Absence makes the 
heart grow fonder,’ he says.

New
horizons

Eric Martsolf, who plays Brady in Days of Our 
Lives, talks to TV SOAP about how he now splits 
his time between Hollywood and Las Vegas
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What’s been the 
 biggest challenge 
 dividing your time 
 between Las Vegas 
 and Los Angeles, 
 where you work on 
 Days of Our Lives 
 during the week? 

Living in Los Angeles and 
Las Vegas has been an 
adventure but it’s also been 
tough. I’m struggling to get 
back to Las Vegas as much 
as I can, whenever I can, 
even if it means going back 
for 24 hours. Whether it’s 
by plane, car or camel, I’ll 
i nd a way back.

 How has being away 
 from your wife Lisa 
 during the week 
 deepened your 
 appreciation and love 
 for her? 

Absence does make the 
heart grow fonder. I’ve never 
been more into saying that 
than I am now. I actually 
understand the truth behind 
it. We have a very strong 
bond. We both recognise 
how important the role of 
a mother and a father is to 
these two boys, Chase and 
Mason [twins aged 10]. It’s 
been very difficult for one 
parent to take on all of the 
needs that our sons have 
at the same time. Lisa has 

a very strong personality, 
and I’ve always been 
a strong personality as 
well, but the fact is that 
we’re a team. We know 
that you can’t always 
do it alone, so we’ve 
developed a respect 
for one another, in the 
sense that we’re a little 
more dependent upon 
one another than we 
ever have been. We 
recognise how tough 
this job of parenting is. 
It’s an uphill battle at 
times, and it’s good to 
have that support from 
each other. But it’s hard 
to get that when you’re 
in different states, so we 
use whatever modern 
technology throws at us 
in order to communicate. 
We talk on the phone, 
use Skype and text. But 
there’s no replacement 
for that face time.

 On Days, Brady 
 is making plans to 
 marry Theresa. But 

 all of that could change 
 when Jen Lilley exits 
 as Theresa later this 
 year. What do you make 
 of Brady’s luck when it 
 comes to love? 

The guy has been through so 
much. I’ve lost track of how 
many i ancées he has had in 
the last couple of years, and 
the horrii c circumstances 
surrounding those attempts 
to have love and to have 
commitment. He just always 
has a bomb that blows up in 
his face in that department.

 What are your feelings 
 about Jen Lilley 
 leaving Days? 

In this business I’ve learnt 
that leaving doesn’t mean 
saying good-bye. We’ll 
still be in touch and I look 
forward to seeing what she’ll 
do next. She’s very talented. 
I understand her decision to 
leave. She wants to spread 
her wings.

 What can “Thrady” 
 fans expect to see in 
 the months ahead?

Jen Lilley’s i nal scenes are 
very emotional and honest. 
You’ll see what these two 
people, Brady and Theresa, 
came to mean to each 
other. TVS

 Jen Lilley 

Days sneak peek

All the latest 
– and what’s 

to come – with 
your favourite 

Salem 
characters 

Now that Hope 
(Kristian Alfonso) 

has coni rmed that Aiden 
(Daniel Cosgrove) has 
been lying to her, she 
brings him to the police 
station and demands 
answers. Aiden tries to 
wiggle his way out of 
it, but ultimately Hope 
gets him to admit that he 
lied about when he was 
kidnapped and replaced 
by a double. 

Hope is furious that 
Aiden was committed to 
killing her until the i nal 
moment when he had to 
place the necktie around 
her neck and strangle 
her. Hope wants Aiden 
arrested, but Roman 
(Josh Taylor) says they 
don’t have enough to 
charge him with. After 
Hope prods Roman, he
agrees to hold Aiden for
24 hours. 
Meanwhile, 
Hope is 
anxious to 
share her 
news about 
Aiden with 
Rafe (Galen 
Gering), 
but he’s 
nowhere to 
be found. 

Hope 
does some 
sleuthing, 
which leads
her to the 
abandoned DiMera property 
that Andre (Thaao Penghlis) 
and Aiden were interested in 
buying. To Hope’s horror, she 
discovers Rafe on the l oor in 
the basement shackled to a 
wall, with a bomb chained to 
him that is set to explode. 

Rafe, 
Hope & 
Aiden

Hope struggles to free Rafe 
before the bomb goes off, but 
has little success. Rafe urges 
Hope to leave, saying she must 
save herself. Hope refuses and 
keeps trying to free Rafe. The 
bomb explodes, leaving Hope 
and Rafe’s fate unknown.

 Aiden  Rafe 

 Hope 
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Days sneak peek

dayti e
DAYS OF OUR LIVES

Weekdays
12:50pm
on ARENA

Chad & Jennifer

Brady & 
Theresa

Nicole, Deimos & Kate

Theresa
(Jen 

Lilley) tells
Brady (Eric
Martsolf)
that she’s
convinced
Summer
(Marie 
Wilson) 
kidnapped
baby Tate
(Peter 
Machala).
Brady 
is sceptical, but Theresa is so
adamant in her belief that Brady 
comes around. He goes to John 
(Drake Hogestyn) and asks for 
his help in locating Summer. They 
question Dario (Jordi Vilasuso) 
about Summer, but he says 
he doesn’t know where she is. 
A desperate Theresa goes on 
television and offers $1 million 
for her son’s safe return. 

Meanwhile, Summer meets 
with a mystery woman. The 
tension remains thick between 
Theresa and Brady as they wait 
for news of their son. John and 
Paul (Christopher Sean) question 
Maggie (Suzanne Rogers), who 
is shocked to learn that Summer 
is the prime suspect in Tate’s 
kidnapping. 

John gets a lead that a woman 
i tting Summer’s description 
caught a l ight to Las Vegas. Paul 
receives word that the woman, 
Cindi, checked into a Vegas hotel. 
Brady and Theresa immediately 
book a l ight to that city. In 
Vegas, Summer has changed her 
appearance and arranges a l ight 
to Monte Carlo. TVS

Deimos (Vincent Irizarry) informs Kate (Lauren 
Koslow) that she will no longer be CEO and has 

to return all of the Kiriakis money she took from his 
accounts. Deimos forces Kate’s hand by threatening 
to go to the police and say that she tried to kill him. 
Nicole (Arianne Zucker) worries that Deimos will go 
back on his word to tell the police that he is alive. 

Deimos meets with Roman (Josh Taylor) at the 
police station and Nicole is relieved that Deimos 
has made his presence known, clearing her as the 
prime suspect in his murder. Roman warns Nicole to 
steer clear of Deimos, who he considers dangerous.

Jennifer (Melissa Reeves) meets with Doug (Bill 
Hayes) and Julie (Susan Seaforth Hayes) to talk 

about i nding a lawyer so that Jennifer can sue Chad 
(Billy Flynn) for custody of Thomas. Chad shows up and 

is angered by Jennifer’s 
plans. While Doug and 
Julie excuse themselves, 
Chad and Jennifer argue 
about her intention to take 
Thomas away from his 
father. The argument 
ends unresolved. Later, 
Chad contacts Belle 
(Martha Madison) 
and says that 
he needs
a lawyer.

Chloe & 
Philip
Philip (John-Paul 
Lavoisier) wants 

to sign Chloe (Nadia 
Bjorlin) to his record 
label. He brings her to 
the Kiriakis mansion 
so that she can play 
the piano while singing. 
When Chloe catches 
sight of Deimos (Vincent 
Irizarry), she l ees. Philip 
chases after Chloe and 
she opens up about her
past with Deimos. 

 Jennifer 
 Theresa 

 Brady 

 Chad 

 Deimos  Chloe 
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primeti e
HOME AND AWAY

Monday to
Thursday 7pm

on SEVEN Marilyn has
fi nally returned to
Summer Bay, but
her marriage with
John is in far from

good shape

T
here’s something not 
quite right any more 
in the marriage of 
Marilyn and John, and

the Summer Bay couple can 
no longer hide from the truth.

The vows the pair made 
only 18 months ago have 
been strained for a long time,
but in upcoming episodes 
of Home and Away, Marilyn 
(Emily Symons) and John 
(Shane Withington) will reach
breaking point when the once
very-much-in-love couple 
acknowledge they have 
grown apart.

The truth is, nothing has 
been right in the marriage 
since Marilyn’s accident 
last year when she suffered 
an electric shock in the 
freak event at the diner, was 
induced into a deep coma 
and eventually woke up with 
retrograde amnesia.

So confused by all that had
gone on, Marilyn’s amnesia
resulted in her thinking

it was still 1996 and she
was married to Don Fisher 
(Norman Coburn).

In her highly confused 
state, Marilyn had no idea 
who John even was, let alone
that she was married to him. 
What was most troubling 
was that Marilyn was not 
even that sure she even 
liked him very much.

It was a shocking turn of 
events for a couple who had 
been married for less than 
a year. But it was also telling 
of the range of underlying 
issues that had plagued this 
marriage of two very different
people all along.

Though Marilyn later 
emerged from the amnesia 

and regained her memory, 
the marriage has been 

out of sync ever since. 
John and Marilyn 
might have been 
married and sharing 
the same house, but 
their relationship was 
anything but solid. 

Even John’s initial 
suggestion of renewing 

their marriage vows was 
met with little interest

 from  Marilyn.

So it came as little surprise 
when Marilyn, so invigorated 
by coming out of the coma 
and with a totally new lease 
on life, announced she had 
to see more of the world, 
and planned to take off on 
a journey of discovery.

In order to keep the 
marriage on an even keel, 
Marilyn did go through with 
the vow renewal ceremony 
before taking off on a plane 
for overseas.

But now, all these months 
later, a very different Marilyn 
has stepped back into 
Summer Bay. Her journey 
around the globe has done 
her the world of good, and 
she seems happier than ever.

What is most telling is 
that Marilyn did not return 
home to see her husband. 
She rushed back when she 
was told that Alf Stewart (Ray 
Meagher) was in hospital 
after suffering a heart attack
and, fearing she could lose
the father igure she felt so

close to, she wanted to be at
his bedside.

John was thrilled to have his 
wife back, but from the moment 
she laid eyes on her husband, 
Marilyn knew the separation had 
pushed them further apart.

Ever the hopeful romantic, 
John was sure they would be 
able to pick up where they had 
left off and start on a new chapter 
together. Marilyn, however, has 
bigger plans in her sights.

Her travels through a range 
of cultures across the world 
have helped give her a more 
polished edge. It is a far more 
sophisticated Marilyn that has 
returned to Summer Bay, and 
she fears that John may no 
longer be enough for her.

h
h  

h
ma r  

  

At breaking 
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NOW?
h Marilyn 
ciates 

love she 
that her 

experiences 
have changed her 
and there’s soul-
searching ahead.

IN LOVE
Marilyn 
(Emily 
Symons) and 
John (Shane 
Withington) 
in happier 
times. The 
couple wed 
18 months 
ago but 
Marilyn’s 
accident and 
travels have 
now affected 
the marriage.

point?

What makes this even 
sadder is that despite all 
his best intentions, John 
eventually realises that may 
indeed be the truth.

The new path Marilyn wants 
to follow will show everyone 
in Summer Bay that the once 
young and bubbly girl that 

a community fell in love with 
almost 30 years ago is today 
a very different woman who
is never afraid of a challenge
or change.

Marilyn seems more 
prepared than ever to embrace 
her mature role within the 
Summer Bay community as 
one of its leaders and mother 
i gures. And she knows 
she has plenty of wisdom 
and life lessons to offer to 
the youngsters that come 
through the Bay.

The coni dent, charged and 
stylish Marilyn of today wants 
far more out of life than she 
had previously settled for. And 
while she loved John very 
much, there’s been so much 

that has changed between 
them in only a few short years.

A great deal of soul-
searching is ahead for this 
couple as they attempt to 
determine who each other 
is all over again, and if there’s 
indeed a place for each other 
in their lives.

There are tears ahead 
and some upsetting 
home truths about to be 
confessed about the state 
of this marriage. Whether 
their bond is strong enough 
to cope with such dramatic 
change and to continue 
along a new path together 
is yet to be seen.

One thing is for sure, 
Marilyn will be calling the 
shots that are right for her 
and for her future. This new 
woman she has evolved 
into is one she likes very 
much and is reluctant 
to change. The question 
remains whether there is 
actually room any longer 
for John alongside her. TVS
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betrayal
Seduction
and

D

primeti e
Eva wants to
 have a baby, 

on her own. But 
fi rst she needs 
help from the

 man she’s 
divorcing 

D
esperate to have a 
child, Eva has gone 
to extraordinary 
lengths to make 

Joan provide the medical 
treatment she needs. If Joan 
didn’t agree to give Eva 
fertility drugs she was going 
to publicly reveal Joan and 
Dr McNaughton’s affair in the 
divorce proceedings. With her 

reputation on the line Joan 
decided to comply but it’s 
leading down a very dangerous 
path that could set Joan up for 
a shocking confrontation with 
her superior.

Eva (Maya Stange) gives 
Joan (Jessica Marais) the 
impression that McNaughton 
(Jonathan LaPaglia) won’t be 
the father though he is in the 
dark about what Eva is up 
to. While at the hospital Eva 
takes the opportunity to hand 
McNaughton the divorce papers 
for his signature but schedules 
future appointments to avoid 
her soon-to-be ex-husband.

However a dinner invitation 
from McNaughton is too good 
an opportunity for Eva to refuse 
and she later shows up on his 
doorstep with plans to seduce 
him. Eva succeeds and before 
McNaughton heads to work he 
looks on tenderly at her and 
almost strokes her arm but 
thinks better of it and heads off. 

Soon Eva starts to feel just as 
she did the other times she was 
pregnant but laments to Joan 
that it’s probably just wishful 
thinking. As Joan carries out 
a blood test she asks Eva about 
her plans with the father if she 
is pregnant because of how 
difficult being a single mum 
can be. But Eva is satisi ed 
that the money she receives 
from the divorce will be enough 
and admits the freedom of not 
having a man to depend on will 
make for a nice change. 

At her next appointment 
Eva passes by McNaughton in 
the hallway, offering a friendly 
smile. He reciprocates as the 
tension between them begins 
to thaw. Joan delivers Eva the 
results she’s been hoping for, 
coni rming that she is pregnant. 
She is so thrilled she wants to 
pop a bottle of champagne to 
celebrate until Joan informs her 
that recent studies have shown 
the adverse effects of drinking 
alcohol while pregnant.

Then Eva’s fears start to 
kick in. Her i rst baby, Grace, 
died of rhesus disease so 
Joan suggests that the father 
have a blood test to determine 
whether they have different 

MANIPULATOR
Eva (Maya 
Stange) 
blackmails Joan 
into giving her 
the fertility 
drugs she needs.

Mondays at 
8.30pm 
on NINE



Viv is in war-
torn Vietnam, 
looking for her 
brother. She 
can’t fi nd him 
but soon has his 
baby in her arms

iv had no idea what 
she was in for when 
she volunteered to 

be a ield nurse during the 
Vietnam War in the hope of 
i nding brother Bernie after 
he sent her an ominous reel 
of i lm. Once there in the thick 
of the chaos she found Harry, 
Bernie’s friend, but he declined 
to offer much information 
other than that Bernie had 
been gone for a few days.

Eager for answers but fearing 
the worst Viv (Sophie Hensser) 
is shocked when Harry (Paul 
Pantano) shows up with 
Bernie’s belongings, admitting 
that he’s listed her brother 
as missing in action. Harry 
tells her it’s better than being 
labelled a deserter, revealing 
that after some syringes went 
missing there were rumours he 
was taking drugs.

Insisting there’s more to the 
story, Viv searches for clues in 
Bernie’s bag and i nds photos 
of Bernie with his wife Hoang 
(Maria Tran) and a pamphlet on 
diabetes written in Vietnamese. 
Viv is certain Bernie must’ve 
only stolen the needles to help 
his wife and begs Harry to take 
her to Hoang’s village. When he 
does they arrive to i nd homes 
on i re and the locals frantically 
running for their lives.

Viv manages to i nd Hoang, 
who is clearly distressed. 
Hoang leaves her and 
Bernie’s son in Viv’s arms 
and runs off. Holding the 
baby, Viv is distraught as 
landmines go off around her. 
Viv and Harry are forced to 
l ee back to camp to escape 
the increasing violence. 

Later, as she cradles the 
baby, Viv shares her pain 
and fears with Annie (Gracie 
Gilbert) and raises the 
possibility of adopting her 
nephew. While Viv wants to 
ensure the baby has the best 
life possible she is in for the 
i ght of her life. Not only will 
she face red tape but illness 
threatens to derail any chance 
her nephew has of making 
a new life in Australia. TVS

Rh factors. Eva reveals that no
test is needed — she already 
knows because McNaughton 
is the father. She walks out 
of Joan’s office leaving Joan 
stunned, bewildered and 
wondering what sort of mess 
she’s got herself into.

She could be about to 
i nd out when Eva faces a 
medical emergency requiring 
Joan to operate. Will Joan 
risk her career to conduct 
a secret procedure without 
McNaughton’s approval? TVS

Joan is left 
stunned,
bewildered
and wondering 
what sort of
mess she’s got 
herself into.

Her brother’s keeper

V

SEARCHING
When Viv (Sophie 

Hensser) finds 
her baby nephew, 
she thinks about 

adopting him
and taking him

to Australia. 

 Joan 

 McNaughton 
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“I
hold Offspring 
responsible for me 
getting pregnant 
the irst time,” Kat 

Stewart laughs, but she’s 
not joking. When asked what 
impact the popular Ten drama 
has had on her life, the now 
43-year-old says the show 
made her realise time might be 
running out to have kids — so 
she did something about it.

“I’m serious,” she says.  
“I was so caught up with 
work and I had to do  
a whole lot of research on 
fertility and IVF for Billie’s 
storyline. I was 37 or 
38 and I looked at [the 
research] and thought, 
‘Oh hang on, I might be 
playing with ire here  
— I better get on with 
this.’ I’m eternally 
grateful that the writers 
kind of forced me to deal 
with the facts, so that’s  
a huge thing.”

After having Archie four 
years ago, Stewart, who 
is married to actor David 
Whiteley, now also has a little 
girl named Gigi. She was born 
weeks before ilming started 
earlier this year on season 
six. Despite the rumours, 
Stewart hadn’t been expecting 
Offspring to be renewed 
and so she was pleasantly 
surprised twice — both about 
the show coming back and her 
pregnancy. Having worked on 
Offspring when Archie was  
a newborn, Stewart knew 
she’d be able to juggle playing 
Billie and caring for Gigi at  
the same time.

“It’s all very close together 
and quite hectic but a great 
problem to have and Gigi’s 
a great little baby. She’s 
managed really well and 
she’s sleeping every day.  
I did the same thing with 
Archie; I had him halfway 
through series three. 

“You probably wouldn’t do it 
this way on purpose but we’ve 
managed pretty well and it’s  F
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d Offspring star KAT 

STEWART says the 
show has taught her 
a lot about life, love, 
family – and getting 
her timing right

Wednesdays 
at 8.30pm 
on TEN
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INTERVIEW

a very inclusive workplace. 
I’m very lucky that I’ve got 
a work that is so supportive 
and encouraging for me to 
have my baby with me.”

Though vague about 
Billie’s journey in season six, 
with many plot points being
kept under wraps to surprise
fans, one thing is certain and
that’s Billie and Mick (Eddie
Perfect) are still together after
their reunion in season ive.
Billie has been overseas with
her musician hubby in the 18
months between seasons.
According to Stewart,
we’ll see a more assured
Billie than in past seasons
because of her age and the
challenges she’s faced since
we irst met Nina’s (Asher
Keddie) brassy eldest sister.

“A lot happened in series
four and ive with her
marriage break-up and then
with her relationship with
Lawrence [Ido Drent] – I think
she learnt a lot about herself
with that. She’s older, we’re all
seven years older than when
we irst began, and that’s
when decisions in your 30s
are made about life partners,
babies, careers, families and
priorities. That’s certainly
been our experience but also
the character’s experience.

“I think she’s grown up 
a lot just through life and 
I think there’s a sense of 
mortality too that comes 
when you get a little bit 
older so that’s there as 
well … but she’s still a bit 
nuts and impetuous and
no ilters — all of that is
very much intact. It’s not
like she’s gone all serious
by any stretch. She’s still
Billie but she’s got more
responsibilities now —
I think that’s a big part of it.”

One of Billie’s
responsibilities is helping to
parent Zoe, her sister Nina’s
daughter with late anaesthetist
Patrick (Matthew Le Nevez)
whose shock death after
being hit by a car still brings
Offspring fans to tears.

It’s a role Billie gladly takes
on not only because of her
ierce love for Nina but because
she has always wanted a child
of her own. Stewart believes
this story arc beautifully
represents a situation for many
women and society in general.

“I kind of love the fact that
they didn’t write either of my
pregnancies into the show
because that could have
been an option,” she explains.
“I like that it’s a show about
babies … and Billie’s always

wanted a baby but we all
know it doesn’t happen for
everyone. It’s not the recipe
for happiness for everyone.

“I love that they didn’t give
her a traditional baby but that
she’s still able to have a baby
in her life. Families don’t have
to be traditional. You can ind
families in all different shapes
and sizes and Offspring’s
a show that really embraces
that and I think that’s a really
great thing.”

Once production of season
six wraps, Stewart’s next
project is the play Disgraced
for the Melbourne Theatre
Company. After that there
are a couple of “interesting”
things Stewart, who rose to
fame in the original Underbelly

series, is looking at doing next
year. Of course one of the
productions Offspring fans
hope will be on her calendar
next year is season seven
of the hit drama but Stewart
is hedging her bets and not
assuming anything until she
gets the official yes or no.

If Offspring does come back
in 2017, Stewart has some
ideas in mind for what she’d
like for Billie. As always it would
mean Billie’s trademark blunt-
talking, outrageous personality
would get a full work-out.

“I would love her to go
into politics. Not like big-league
politics, just council politics
— small, so that she could
get into ights with neighbours!
I think that’d be fun.” TVSW
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GROWING UP 
Billie (Kat Stewart) 
(left) is the older 
sister to Nina (Asher 
Keddie) and helps her 
with her daughter Zoe.
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Divided
we fall

Belinda’s back
 in town and

 still has feelings 
for Steph. But 
where will this
 leave Mark?

P
aul’s devious revenge 
plan to break up Steph 
and Mark has only just 
started and the bitter 

businessman is getting instant 
results. He’s brought Belinda 
back to town under the guise of 
getting her nurse’s registration 
back but his real goal is to drive 
a permanent wedge between 
the hot couple.

Mark (Scott McGregor) is 
clearly rattled by Belinda’s 
(Nikki Shiels) presence in town. 
It doesn’t help that Belinda 
has been staring at him, Steph 

(Carla Bonner) and Charlie 
(Xander McGuire) while they 
dine at The Waterhole and it 
gives Mark cause to demand 
she stay away from Steph. He 
also thinks Belinda’s not in town 
to get her job back but rather to 
win Steph’s heart again.

No matter what Steph
says Mark still can’t shake 
Belinda’s potential threat to 
his relationship. 

He’s convinced she was 
behind the wheel of the car that 
struck Jimmy (Darcy Tadich) 
and drove off. Steph warns 
him she’s never been one for 

possessive boyfriends and that 
he’s just jealous. 

While Sonya gives Mark 
advice to not let Belinda drive 
him crazy, Steph i nds out Paul 
brought Belinda to town. She 
reveals the truth to Mark who 
promises not to give Paul what 
he wants. But it mightn’t be easy.

Deciding it’s time to clear 
the air, Steph organises lunch 
with Belinda. Mark says it’s i ne
but it’s clear he is still worried. 
And it looks like he could be 
right when Belinda shows up 
with l owers and wine after Paul
(Stefan Dennis) again puts the 

 

 

 

RECONNECTING 
Belinda (Nikki 
Shiels) (right) 
kisses Steph 
(Carla Bonner) but 
it shocks Charlie 
(Xander McGuire). 
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pressure on his pawn to step 
up her efforts. 

The lunch goes a little 
too well with the women 
reconnecting over the good 
times they’ve had together. 
Belinda gets caught up in the 
moment and, thinking Steph’s 
friendliness implies
something more, kisses 
Steph — just as Charlie 
walks in the door.

Shocked, Charlie runs 
off to Toadie’s and unloads 
his confusion. Meanwhile, 
Steph demands that 
Belinda back off. She’s 
later mortii ed to i nd out 
that Charlie saw the kiss 
and she is forced to tell 
Mark everything so that 
they can help Charlie 
understand Steph’s past 
with Belinda. 

Mark swallows his 
pride, despite being more 
insecure than ever, so 
that he and Steph can 
reassure Charlie. But 
Steph’s claim that she’s 
with Mark for good does 
little to calm Mark’s fears 
because he can tell 
Steph’s holding something 
back. Could the kiss have 
reignited Steph’s love for 
the embattled nurse? TVS

Paige and Jack both suffer as Jack
grapples with his dilemma – Paige or the

church? – but finally clarity emerges

izzling with chemistry,
Paige and Jack are
driving each other crazy

with her impatience and his
inability to decide between Paige
and the church. Both are on
edge and Paige’s impulsive kiss
with Jack’s old youth-worker
friend, Dustin, hasn’t helped
matters at all.

The kiss has led to more
confused feelings for the pair.
Jack (Andrew Morley) is angry
that Paige (Olympia Valance) let
the kiss happen because she
assumed he was ignoring her
when the reality was he was
helping calm Amy (Zoe Cramond)
after Jimmy’s (Darcy Tadich)
accident. He calls her selish and
though Paige feels bad she takes
Jack’s jealousy as a sign of his
feelings for her.

Paige reveals to Lauren (Kate
Kendall) that the uncertainty is
making her act crazy while Jack
admits to Karl (Alan Fletcher)
that Paige’s anxiety just makes
it harder to decide.

Moment of truth

Trying to take her 
ind off the situation, 
aige distracts herself 
y volunteering at 

a food truck. But 
she still can’t stop 
thinking about the 

ess she’s made by 
issing Dustin (Kevin 

Clayette), who thinks 
Jack is angry at him 
for taking advantage 
of Paige. 

Trying to put 
others i rst, Paige 

ushes Dustin to 
econnect with Jack. 
er thoughtfulness 

for Jack and Dustin’s 
friendship and her 
volunteer work lead 
Jack to realise that 

aige is trying to 
ecome a better 
erson, which only 
akes him like

er more.
His feelings for 

aige and confusion 
only intensify when 
one night he dreams 
about telling Paige 

e’s chosen her 
efore their sexual 

tension erupts in 
a steamy kiss. 

So Jack heads 
to see Father Guidotti (John 
Orcsik) for advice but the older 
priest is frustrated that Jack 
is thinking so much about 
himself and not about the path 
he feels Jack has always been 
destined to take. 

It does little to help clarify 
Jack’s feelings so he seeks 
out Paige. When he i nds her, 
suddenly things start to become 
clearer. Watching Paige babysit 
Nell (Scarlett Anderson), Jack 
gets a glimpse of a different life, 
one with a wife and a family. 

Trying once more to get some 
advice from Father Guidotti, the 
older priest suggests Jack pray 
on his dilemma before deciding. 
Jack takes the advice but when 
he asks God what he should 
do he is confronted with a 
vision of Paige. 

It looks like Jack has i nally 
decided but when Jack heads 
back to the church he is shocked 
to i nd Father Guidotti dead. Will 
this change his mind? TVS

 Steph  Mark 

GOOD FAITH 
Jack 
(Andrew 
Morley) 
sees Paige 
(Olympia 
Valance) 
trying to 
be a better 
person. 

S
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WINNERS & LOSERS

Tuesdays 
at 8.30pm 
on SEVEN

L
oved up and 
with boyfriend
Sophie is far
the wild child

she was when we i rs
met her but newcome
Alex is about to bring
a taste of the old 
Sophie back. Now 
that Sophie knows 
Alex is Luke’s brother
the shameless l irting
between the doctor a
her “work boyfriend” h
dialled down and Sop
has been on a missio
help the wayward sou

Luke (Nathin Butler)
to warn Sophie (Melan
Vallejo) that Alex (Scot )
won’t stick around and will get 
bored with them soon enough. 
However, when Alex isn’t at his 
cafe to make Sophie’s pre-work 
latte she i nds out he’s having 
accommodation troubles and is 
eager to help. Alex crashes at 
the share house that night and 
Sophie is dismayed to i nd his 
likely future home is his car.

A chat with the girls is enough 
to spur Sophie into action. When 
Jenny (Melissa Bergland) and 
Frances (Virginia Gay) try to 
convince Riley (Demi Harman) 
to follow Sophie’s advice about 
a random hook-up being the way 
to get over her ex, they reveal 

Sophie’s partying past to their
new friend. Hearing about the
old days reminds Sophie how
grateful she is to have good
friends who helped her back on
to the straight and narrow. So
she moves into Luke’s bedroom
and offers hers to Alex.

While Alex is happy to
accept the offer it’s clear there 
is a lot more going on behind 
closed doors for the mysterious 
bartender. Later, his birthday 
party at the share house 
gets off to a cracking start 
and Sophie is basking in the 
glory of being right about Alex 
because he hasn’t screwed 

nce moving in. Little
he know, he’s outside
ocaine.
’t keep his secret for
ke soon inds a bag of

g y ng around. The older
brother demands Alex keep it
out of the house because if work
inds out it would mean the end
of his police job.

Sophie, meanwhile, returns
home from work ready to let go
but when she walks in on Luke,
Gabe (Nick Russell) and Riley
enthralled by an ice hockey
marathon on TV she’s desperate 
to get out. Naturally, she heads 
to Alex’s bar. 

Once there, Alex can sense 
Sophie’s got a lot on her mind 
and questions her ever-present 
concern for others. She reveals 
she’s “returning the favour” to 
the people who once helped 

her when she was a party girl 
but admits she misses the “old 
Sophie” sometimes. 

Though surprised, Alex is 
happy to help Sophie get a taste 
of the past with some drinking 
games and party antics. But will 
Sophie be tempted further when 
she walks in on Alex preparing 
to take drugs? TVS

Get the
party

Luke’s reckless 
brother Alex moves 

in to the share 
house. Will he 
lead Sophie 

astray?

 

 
 

started
TEMPTING FATE

Sophie (Melanie Vallejo) walks in on Alex 
(Scott Smart) preparing to take drugs.

GET THIS STUFF OUT
Luke (Nathin Butler) tells 
brother Alex to keep his 

cocaine out of the house.
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phone with some very useful features:

BIG buttons with BIG numbers

easy to see and press.

Straightforward INSTRUCTIONS

on how to use it.
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SOS button that calls any
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3G mobile phone.
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Star Ellen DeGeneres, who voices
the fish Dory in hit film Finding Dory,
says she’s forever learning more about
herself, rather like that wide-eyed fish

INTERVIEW BY ANKE HOFMANN; MAIN PHOTOS BY THEO KINGMA

Finding

Ellen



brity insider

she irst voiced in
Finding Nemo and now 
reprises in her very 

own i lm, Finding Dory, Ellen 
DeGeneres is always happy. 
There’s nothing blue about 
the blonde comedian, except 
for her sparkling eyes. I got 
a taste of her wonderfully witty 
and upbeat personality when 
meeting her at classic LA hotel 
the Montage Beverly Hills. 

About 13 years ago the 
New Orleans native not only 
dived deep into success 
with the beloved and Oscar-
winning animation, she also 
resurfaced with her multiple-
Emmy-winning talk show,
The Ellen DeGeneres Show.

after 
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Returning to the children’s 
medium is i tting for the 
sympathetic 58-year-old who 
herself is refusing to grow up 
and instead likes to nurture her 
inner child. “I am very childlike 
and I love to play. When we are 
kids, we play hide-and-seek 
and chase. We do all these fun 

things, and then we are taught 
that we are supposed to not 
play any more and not laugh so 
much. I still do all that. I don’t 
think we should stop playing!”

But Ellen’s appeal isn’t just 
with young audiences — her 
charm touches all ages. “I can’t 
explain why,” she sighs, happy. 
“But if it ain’t broke, don’t i x 
it, they say. When I am out in 
public, I have these little kids 
freak out when they see me. 
They really get me and like me. 
And then I have 90-year-old 
people who watch me every 
single day on the show. I think 
I am very honest, and people 
respond to honesty 
and authenticity.”

Indeed, the perky star does 
come across as very genuine. 
“I am just really exactly who 
I am,” she says. “I don’t really 
want to try to pretend that 
I am anything other than this. 
Sometimes people grow up 
feeling you are supposed to 
i t some kind of form of what 
society says a 58-year-old 
woman is supposed to look 
like and dress like and act 
like. A lot of us just fall into 
that and become what we think 
we are supposed to become. 
I just never did. And I never 
want to. I don’t care that people
know that I am 58, because 

TENTACLE TUG
Hank the 
Octopus (Ed 
O’Neill) and 
Dory (Ellen 
DeGeneres) in 
Finding Dory.
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UPBEAT MEET
Writer Anke
Hofmann with
“wonderfully
witty” Ellen.

I think it’s just a number. Your 
spirit and your energy level 
determine what your real age is.”

Of course, self-discovery is 
a constant work in progress. 
“I just recently found myself,” 
Ellen reveals. “And I am 
continuing to i nd myself. I am 
sure, as I get older, I will i nd 
more parts of myself, as we 
change constantly, I hope, 
because if we stay the same, 
that’s boring. I had a very 
interesting journey — much like 
Dory’s, and so just like Dory, I 
just keep swimming.” 

While the lady, who is known 
for spontaneously breaking out 
into dance, is currently living 
her Happily Ever After, she has 
faced challenges and hardship 
in her life: experiencing her 
parents’ divorce as a child and 
dealing with sexual advances 
by her stepdad as a teen. And 
she kind of faced them alone. 

“I have to say I didn’t have 
a guide or a leader, but I guess 
that is why I am where I am 
today. I just kind of found my 
own way. If you don’t know any 
different, that is what it is. 

“I didn’t know that I didn’t 
have anybody to go to. I didn’t 
know anything was wrong until 
I got older. Then I started to 
do a lot of soul-searching and 
just meditating on who I am 
and who I want to be. I read 
a lot of books. 

“Obviously, therapy helps. 
I learned a lot of lessons the 
hard way, and that is a beautiful 
thing, actually. I just believed 
that there is a strength and a 
power that is bigger and more 
than us. And I trust that.”

Today, she 
is a happily 
married and 
openly gay 
woman — 
with Aussie 
actress 
Portia de 
Rossi. “Now, 
I have love 
in my life. 
But you can’t 
really get 
anything from 
someone 
unless 
you have 
something 
to give, 
so I come 
into this 
relationship 
as a whole 
person, which 
I wasn’t ever 
before. We 

both support each other and 
we both believe in each other.”

The happy couple began 
dating in December 2004 and 
legally wed on August 16, 2008, 
at their Beverly Hills home after 
the California Supreme Court 
overturned the ban on gay 
marriage on May 15, 2008. 

But Ellen didn’t marry only 
an Australian, she married an 
entire country! And she’s keen 
to visit again. “I have so much 
support from Australia, and I so 
much appreciate that. I brought 
the show Down Under and I 
was like Justin Bieber there,” 
she laughs. 

“It was crazy. I didn’t get to 
do much because I couldn’t 
really leave the hotel. I was 
mobbed all the time, which is 
a wonderful thing. It’s weird, 
because I had always wanted 
to go there as a young girl. That 
was always the place I wanted 

to visit. So I look forward to 
going back.” 

Luckily, she doesn’t have 
to deprive herself of anything 
Aussie until then. “Portia’s 
brother lives here [in Los 
Angeles], and he is very 
Australian. And her nieces and 
her mother, so everyone has 
moved here.” TVS

HAPPY COUPLE 
Ellen and 

Aussie wife 
Portia de Rossi 

at a movie 
premiere in 
Hollywood.



Thomas Kinkade Personalised Illuminated Music Box 

A Beautiful Gift for Your Daughter

 Plays the melody 

“You Are My Sunshine” Lights up! 

Beautiful illumination 
lights up the artwork

 from within 
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advertisement. I understand I need pay nothing now.
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Parramatta NSW 2124

or
2. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103

8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

or
3. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/daughter

quoting promotion code: 86312�

�

Name 1 (1st Box)

Name 2 (2nd Box)

If you wish to order more than one music box, please enter the name for each
box required (max. of 10 characters each)

FREE
Personalisation!

Includes a 

FREE poem card:

Shown smaller than

actual size of about

15cm x 10cm

No matter what the day may bring, your daughter always lights up your life! Now
you can share a little of that sunshine with your beloved daughter with the “Thomas
Kinkade Daughter, I Will Love You Always Personalised Music Box,” only from The
Bradford Exchange. Thom’s serene “Garden of Prayer” artwork accents the lid of
this beautiful keepsake, which actually lights up from within, softly illuminated by
hidden LED lights. A loving sentiment for your daughter complements the art of this
heirloom music box, expertly handcrafted and finished in a rich mahogany tone. The
personalised heart charm will be engraved FREE with your daughter’s name to create
a meaningful expression she will always cherish. At the turn of a key, the music box
plays “You Are My Sunshine” and arrives with a FREE original poem card celebrating
your daughter.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE... MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

This lovely musical treasure can be yours for just three instalments of $43.33 or
$129.99, plus $14.99 postage and handling, backed by our 120-day guarantee.
Strong demand is expected, so don’t miss out. To reserve, send no money now.
Simply complete the coupon or go online today at www.bradford.com.au/daughter
with the name you’d like engraved on the charm.

©2016 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.
A.B.N. 13 003 159 617

01-21348-001P

For quickest delivery, order online:

www.bradford.com.au/daughter
Quoting promotion code: 86312

My Daughter

Your life is a true blessing, 

you’ve made my dreams come true

today, tomorrow, and forever 

I will always love you.

With each passing year,

until the end of time,

thank you for being my daughter,

I’m so proud to call you mine.

✉
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Currently… 

Beyoncé

Demi Harman
                         Riley, Winners & Losers

DRINKING: Water 
with chlorophyll… 
I’m turning into 
one of THOSE 
people. Jokes.

Thinking: 
Of starting 
a blog. But 
then I think 
myself out 
of it.

READING: 

Predictably Irrational: 
The Hidden Forces 
That Shape Our 
Decisions, by Dan 
Ariely. It’s all about 
human behaviour and 
systematic patterns. 
I i nd it terribly 
interesting.

Listening:
To Lemonade. Beyoncé’s new 
album. On repeat.



LAUGHING: 
to Parks and 

Recreation… 
It’s my 
favourite 
comedy. 

Playing:
With my nephews every day.
They are one and three and just
the best little humans EVER.

Learning:
Spanish…
verrrryy slowly.

DREAMY
Beautiful 

Ha Long Bay 
in Vietnam, a 

country at the 
top of Demi’s 

travel list.

COMPELLING
James Franco (right) 
as Jack Epping, who 
travels back in time to 
stop the assassination 
of John F. Kennedy, 
on 11.22.63.

LOVING: Being 
with my family.

WORKING: 
On some 
watercolour 
paintings. 
It’s been a 
while since 
I’ve had the 

paints out... It’s 
so therapeutic!

Dreaming:
Of travelling more. Next on my 
list is Vietnam, then Europe!

Eating: 

As clean as 
I can, with 
the occasional 
croissant. It’s all 
about balance!

Watching: 
11.22.63... anything to do 
with JFK and James Franco… 

Amazing! [The American thriller 
series, based on the book 

11/22/63 by Stephen 
King, screens in 

Australia on Stan.]



ELIZABETH 
DEBICKI
chose a black 
gown by Victoria 
Beckham for the 
premiere of The 
BFG in Hollywood. 
The Aussie star 
turned plenty of 
heads with her 
less-is-more look.

CATE 
BLANCHETT
was also in 
black (and 
a touch of 
white) at 
the Women 
In Film 2016 
Crystal + Lucy 
Awards. A 
presenter on 
the night, Cate 
was gorgeous 
in Givenchy.

RED CARPET: WHAT THEY’RE WEARING

TARAJI P. 
HENSON

wore an edgy 
black leather 

dress by Marc 
Jacobs at the 

Women In Film 
2016 Crystal + 

Lucy Awards 
in LA. The US 
star won the 

Lucy Award for 
Excellence in 
Television for 

her role 
in Empire.



celebrity insider

NATALIE DORMER
was regal in a slim gown 

with gold top at the 
Crystal + Lucy Awards. 

The Game of Thrones 

star won the Face of 
the Future Award.   

VANESSA 
HUDGENS
looked flirty 
and feminine 
in a navy 
lace dress 
by Rebecca 
Vallance at 
an event for 
the Grease: 

Live! TV 
special, in 
which she 
stars, in LA.

BLAKE LIVELY
dazzled in this modern 
look by Carolina Herrera 
at the premiere of Blake’s 
film The Shallows in NYC.



W
inter can be the
toughest time of the
year to stay motivated
and on track with

your health and itness. With the
cold, the dark, the rain and the
temptation to curl up under the
doona with a warming mug of hot
chocolate (or glass of shiraz!), the
struggle can get very real.

Before you settle in for a night
of Netlix and chill, keep in mind
that winter is a great time to set
new goals, and if you set a good
plan and stick to it, you can be
well on your way to achieving
summer goals by mid-spring,
rather than being pressured with
the panic of emergency weight
loss at the last minute.

Winter is the perfect time to try
something new. If you struggle
with motivation now, this is your
cue to let your body recover from
the repetition you are used to, and
give yourself a change. The key
to sustainable itness is inding
balance and variety, and treating
your body with kindness.

So before you settle in for the
heater and a DVD, think about the
skills you can inetune and new
things you can learn to keep you
it, healthy, social — and warm!

Our fi tness and wellbeing guru 
Mark Moon shares his midwinter 
motivation tips for powering through 
the chilly season full of energy 

❶

 Gisele 

FIND A BALANCE
Why not try yoga 
now to feel calmer 
come spring?

Get up
glow!

and

❶ Give yoga a go
If you are like a lot of 

people and spend the warmer 
months focusing on more active 
workouts, like running, spin 
classes and hitting the gym 
l oor, why not give yoga a go? 

Plenty of celebrities practise 
yoga — Gisele Bündchen, 
Michelle Williams and 
Jennifer Aniston, to name 
just a few — and they’re 
certainly inspiring. 

Taking the time out to allow 
your body some time to recover 
from your warm-weather regime 
and to give yourself a new 
mind-set challenge while still 
remaining active could be just 
the thing to get you through the 
cooler months. It’ll have you 
energised and ready to take on 

the warmer months, with perfect 
posture, a balanced mind and 
an injury-free body.

❷ 
Learn new 
recipes 

It’s tempting to stay at home 
more during the colder months, 
so this is the perfect time to 
have more social activities at 
home, and invite friends over 
for dinner. Taking the time to 
i netune your cooking skills and 
experiment with new healthy 
recipes will mean that when 
the warmer months hit and you 
aren’t at home so much, you 
will have a new list of tasty 
meals that you know how to 
easily prepare and cook.

My favourite is having soup 
nights during the winter, and it’s 
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About Mark 
Mark Moon is one of 
today’s leading health, 
wellness, and i tness 
trainers, and Australia’s 
pre-eminent authority on 
the Blood Type Diet.

Incorporating a mindful 
approach towards i tness, 
Mark helps people 
create a balanced and 
sustainable lifestyle to 
improve their overall 
health and wellbeing. 

Mark’s philosophy is 
to nourish your body 
from the inside out using 
well-balanced training 
methods, developing 
a positive mind-set around 
self-awareness and an 
understanding of how your 
body responds to food, 
exercise and daily stress.

You can download 
Mark’s Get Fit Fast 
lifestyle program at www.

markmoonitness.com

also a perfect time to connect 
with friends in a more relaxed 
environment, which can often 
be neglected when we get busy. 

❸
Hire a personal 
trainer

It’s no secret that the gym gets 
quieter during the cooler months. 
This can be the perfect time to 
get a personal trainer at a good 
rate when their schedule isn’t 
packed full of people doing the 
last-minute dash to a beautiful 
bikini body or swimwear six-
pack. Think about something that 
you want to learn more about, 
like a new training style. 

Maybe you wan
to learn how to 
use kettlebells, or
some other piece
of equipment 
you’re not sure 
how to use. Takin
the time through 
winter to learn 
or rei ne your 
exercise skills 
will not only keep
you motivated, it 
will also give you
a new bunch of 
exercises to use 
in the vibrant 
warmer months. 

❹
Jump into a group 
fi tness class.

If you are one of those people 
who often look inside the group 
i tness studio but are a bit 
intimidated by the big crowds and 
not sure what to do, the winter 
months can be the perfect time to 
give it a go when it’s not so busy. 

Group i tness classes always get 
smaller during the colder months, 
so it’s a good opportunity to give it 
a go and get a little more attention 
from the instructor, who can watch 
your technique and give you 
feedback. It’s also a great way to get 
social and meet new people. Who 
knows, you may just meet your new 
summer workout buddy. TVS

 Jennife

SPECIAL HELP
Consider getting a 
personal trainer or 
extra gym support.  

GO THE GROUP
Fitness classes could be 
just the boost you need.

 Michelle 



t te
skiesof

the

There’s no
shortage of star
power in the
line-up of celebrity
chefs creating
menus on the
world’s airlines.

F
ood has
emerged
as an
area

of high-stakes
competition in the
airline battle for the
skies. But it is far
more than just the
taste — it’s also
the strength of the
celebrity name
behind the menu.

A number of the
world’s top airlines
have signed up a range of top
international chefs to design
the menus and bring their star-
rated reputations with them.

And that rollcall of names
is impressive. Qantas has
Neil Perry, head of the
Rockpool group and host
of Foxtel’s Food Source.
Virgin Australia boasts the

talents of Luke
Mangan, whose
empire includes
Glass Brasserie
in Sydney and Salt
Grill in various global
locations.

Cathay Paciic has
just announced a
worldwide collaboration
with Hyatt Hotels, offering

specially designed
menus by star chefs
at Grand Hyatt

ong Kong and ive
international Park

yatt hotels.

Among the Hyatt chefs are 
such noted names as Li Shu 
Tim of Hong Kong’s One
Harbour Road, Sebastien 
Archambault of The Back 
Room in New York, and
Andrea Aprea of

VUN in Milan. On some routes, 
the menu is by chef Pedro 
Samper of Hong Kong’s world-
renowned The Langham.

The Singapore Airlines in-
l ight menu has been created 

by an International 
Culinary Panel, which 
comprises nine chefs 
from around the globe 
including Australia’s 
Matt Moran, 
Alfred Portale of 
Gotham in New York, 
France’s Georges 
Blanc and Suzanne 
Goin, a top name 
from Los Angeles.

Moran, best known 
to TV audiences for
Paddock to Plate

and MasterChef, is
also the chef behind
Sydney’s iconic Aria
restaurant.

One of the
newer players in

 Luke Mangan  

 Nobu Matsuhisa  
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IN SEASON 
Chef Neil 
Perry from 
the Rockpool 
group creates 
menus with 
the freshest 
ingredients
for Qantas.

HIGH FLYER 
Chef Pedro 
Samper 
of The 
Langham in 
Hong Kong 
designs 
flavourful 
menus for 
Cathay 
Pacific.

A Rockpool-inspired 
prawn salad on Qantas. 

The mango 
pudding on 

Cathay Pacific, 
designed in a 

link-up with top 
Hyatt chefs.
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the Aussie skies, Qatar 
Airways, has on board 
two celebrity chefs — 
Nobu Matsuhisa, of 
the renowned restaurant 
chain Nobu, and India’s 
two-Michelin-starred 
Vineet Bhatia.

British
Airways has had
Michelin-starred
chef Heston
Blumenthal
on the team for
four years, adding
what it calls a
“savoury factor”
to its meals.

Such a strong
focus on food by
airlines reveals a
dramatic changing
of the times.

The relationship
between Neil

Perry and Qantas commenced
with the development of First
Class in 1996.

“It is crucial at Qantas that
we are the leaders in cuisine in
the sky and continue to give our
customers exceptional dining
experiences,” Perry says.

“We are constantly looking
at innovative food styles,
cooking techniques and produce
around the world, not only from
restaurants in Australia but
internationally as well.”

Luke Mangan, who makes
regular appearances across all
the networks talking about food,
has just celebrated his ifth year
with Virgin Australia.

Mangan insists passengers
should never have to compromise 
on food quality just because they 
are on a long-haul l ight.

“Our vision is to create a 
restaurant-in-the-sky experience 
for our Virgin Australia Business 
Class guests,” Mangan says. 
“The focus with our menu is 
to provide the best possible 
experience while on board, and 
I think we are achieving this.

“When designing a menu, 
we consider our cuisine style, 

ingredients, availability, menu
balance, routes and time of
day, but most importantly, will
it hold up at 12,000 metres
above sea level?”

Matt Moran estimates he has
created more than 600 specialty
dishes for Singapore Airlines in
the years he has been part of the
International Culinary Panel.

“The philosophy behind the
ICP for Singapore Airlines was
to make the food better,” he says.

“We talk about food trends in
their countries and I think that
is a really important part of the
panel. But my philosophy is all
about produce.”

The new collaboration
between Cathay Paciic and the
Hyatt Hotels is a game changer
for the quality of food in the 
skies, says the airline’s head of 
catering, Aaron Claxton. He 
says it’s the i rst time Cathay has 
forged a global link with a world-
renowned hotel brand to offer 
passengers signature dishes 
“across all our onboard cabins”.

“The new in-l ight menus 
are set to enhance the overall 
in-l ight dining experience for 
our passengers, helping them 
to live a life well travelled.” TVS

Matt Moran

RAISING THE STANDARD
British celebrity chef  
Heston Blumenthal (on 
a British Airways jet) says 
top chefs help airlines get 
their recipes right for high 
altitudes and dry cabins.

A salmon meal on 
the British carrier.   

APPETISER 
Cathay Pacific’s 

leading-chef- 
inspired chilled 

abalone with 
yellow wine.  

(Below) Also on the 
Cathay Pacific-Hyatt 

Hotels menu: steamed 
minced pork patties.

A traditional English 
breakfast on British 
Aiways.
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Maya Jimmy

Abby

LEGAL ADVICE
In jail, Quinn awaits Liam’s decision

to press charges against her or not.

Anxious, she ignores her lawyer Ed

De La Rosa’s advice to refrain from

making heartfelt pleas and begs Liam

to honour their bond and not send her

to prison. Liam is further rattled when

Justin suggests that he may never

secure a conviction against Quinn.

PEOPLE POWER
Karl is so angry over Jimmy’s accident

that it motivates him to take action, with

a little push from Susan, of course.

He asks Sonya about installing bike

lanes but knowing it’s unpopular with

voters she has to reject the idea for now.

Though Susan thinks Karl will soon

forget about the cause, Karl hits the

streets with his protest.

WEDDING CRASHER
On Stitch and Abby’s wedding day,

Stitch is transixed by the sight of Ashley

who avoids him to help her daughter

prepare for the nuptials. A nervous wreck

as Victor walks Abby up the aisle, a

shaken Ashley watches the ceremony

begin. Suddenly, Ashley collapses from

her chair and crashes unconscious to the

loor.The congregation looks on in shock.

BEDROOM ADDICT
Disgusted by Brooke’s antics in her 
bedroom, Katie raves to Bill that her sister 
wants to seduce him. She’s a sex addict 
who can’t help herself, Katie says.
Also airing:
● Doubtful of Sasha’s pregnancy claim, 
Julius warns her that Zende won’t care.
● Zende shatters Nicole’s joyful 
demeanour. 

TINY PEACEKEEPER
A determined Faith chips away at Victor’s 
Scrooge-like attitude and charmingly 
convinces him to join his family’s 
Christmas celebrations.
Also airing:
● Traci forges a reconciliation between 
Jack and Billy.
● Hilary realises that Neil is pushing 
her away.

RISKY BET
Intent on raising the capital 
to invest in Kevin’s business 
venture, Billy places a long-shot
bet with his bookmaker to win 
$2 million on a horse race.
Also airing:
● Marisa tells Noah that she still loves him 
despite sleeping with Luca.
● Adam plays double agent.

DIRTY WORDS
Outraged at Thomas’s request to spend 
time alone with “my son”, Ridge bans him 
from ever uttering the words again and 
announces he’s shipping him to Shanghai. 
Also airing:
● Rick and Maya name their newborn 
Elizabeth Nicole Forrester, aka Lizzie.
● Maya orders Sasha to take a 
pregnancy test.

YEAR-END HORROR
On New Year’s Eve, Billy is badly beaten by 
his bookie and left for dead in the Newman 
Towers car park. Semi-conscious, Billy is 
then accidentally run over by Noah.
 Also airing:
● Hilary spies Neil kissing Nikki.
● Simon urges Ashley to i ght her brain 
tumour illness.

RAISING SUSPICIONS
Knowing how dodgy Terese’s new man Ryan 
is, Paul tries to warn Terese off. Though she 
thinks he’s just jealous she decides to hire 
a private detective to look into Ryan.
Also airing:
● Can Piper convince Tyler to be her 
formal date?
● Xanthe thinks she’s found a way to get 
her dream dress.

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
WEEKDAYS Midday on ARENA

NEIGHBOURS
WEEKNIGHTS 6.30pm on ELEVEN

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL 
WEEKDAYS 4.30pm on TEN

theguides
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WEEK 1 JUL 11-JUL 15, 2016

BACK SCRATCHERS
Giving her father an ultimatum, Sasha 
proposes that Julius help her win 
Zende in exchange for Sasha helping 
Julius to reconcile with his family. 
Also airing:
● Nicole wants proof of Sasha’s 
pregnancy.
● Wyatt wonders if his mother regrets 
her actions with Liam.

I’M IN CONTROL
Demanding Adam’s help to thwart the 
Santori family, Victor reminds his son that 
he knows he’s Christian’s biological father 
and will use the secret against him if forced.
Also airing:
● Stitch fails to convince his ex-wife to let 
their son attend his wedding.
● Billy questions Mariah about Kevin’s 
hacker friend from Switzerland.

A MOTHER’S GRIEF
Jimmy is struck in a hit-and-run accident 
leaving Amy frantic with worry. When 
Jimmy’s condition worsens and he needs 
surgery Amy asks Jack to pray with her.
Also airing:
● Jack is shocked to see Paige with 
another man.
● Could Belinda have caused the 
hit-and-run accident?

DODGY DEALINGS
Money troubles are starting to 
impact Gary’s parenting. He’s 
under pressure to buy Xanthe 
an expensive dress and get her a
tutor. Will he make a deal with Paul for cash?
Also airing:
● Piper tries to win Tyler back.
● Madison makes a shocking discovery on 
her i rst day as Terese’s assistant.

THE BOSS’S WRATH
After convincing Liam to set Quinn free 
to avoid a media scandal that will be 
detrimental to everyone, Justin fears 
Bill’s reaction to what he’s done.
Also airing:
● Bill scoffs at Wyatt’s belief that Liam 
made Quinn a better woman.
● Katie has a new-found sense of 
calmness and coni dence.
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E
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THE TRUTH HURTS
Disappointed that Piper lied to him about her 
parents’ approval of their relationship, Tyler 
starts to wonder if being with the teen is just 
too complicated and so breaks up with her.
Also airing:
● Mark is uncomfortable with Belinda’s 
presence in town.
● Gary makes an expensive gesture 
to cheer up Xanthe.

*Please note: At the time of going to press, the Home and Away Guide for this week was unavailable.

must
see!

must
see!



Danny Kelly is on top 
of the world. Having won 

the state championships 
for the 100 metres freestyle 
and helping Blackstone 
College regain its mantle as 
the number-one relay team 
he’s earned the nickname 
Barracuda and become 
a respected member of 
the swim squad. 

But coach Frank Torma 
is convinced Danny is 
destined to swim butterl y 
and believes it’s the only 
way he can win Nationals 
and be a champion.

After dreaming for years of 
being a freestyle swimmer, 
Danny is outraged and even 
threatens to quit and return 
to his old club. However his 
blossoming friendship with 
the school’s former number-
one swimmer Martin is 
helping him gain perspective.

When Martin invites Danny 
to his family’s sprawling 
country estate for his 
grandmother’s birthday 
lunch, Danny gets to see 
how the other half lives. It’s 
in stark contrast to his own 
working-class family life and 

in
Born to

top 
pick

BARRACUDA
SUNDAYS AT 8.30PM 

ON ABC

Danny is 
desperate 
to become 
a champion 
swimmer. But 
family, friends 
and coaches can  
get in the way

while Danny proves 
a hit with the Taylors 
he can see Martin’s 
world is falling apart.

Worried her son 
Martin won’t qualify 
for the Nationals and 
that he’s losing his 
athletic prowess, 
Samantha pushes 
Danny to encourage 
Martin back to his 
best. Danny is more 
than happy to help 
his new best friend 
but Martin can 
see the writing 
on the wall. 

Though Martin
rebuffs Danny’s

positive attitude he is able
to persuade Danny to change
strokes and stay at the 
school because he doesn’t
want to lose him. 

As cracks start to appear
in the Taylors’ marriage,
Samantha puts pressure
on Torma to stop ignoring
her son while Martin is just
about ready to give it all up.

The national qualii ers
get underway and Danny
is a standout but it’s the
100 metres freestyle that’s
a shock. Martin fails to get
through — instead, his 

fast-talking teammate 
Wilco does. Martin is 
devastated but when Danny 
tries to comfort him after the 
race Martin pushes him away. 

At the Nationals, Danny’s 
i rst swim is one of his worst 
and it rattles him to the core. 
It seems the only thing that 
can get his head back in the 
game is Martin’s support and 
he shows up just in time. 

Will it be enough to help 
Danny win the butterl y 
and make him the champion 
he is so desperate to
become? TVS

GOING FOR GOLD
(From left) Coach Frank 
Torma and teen swimmers 
Martin, Danny and Wilco.

GAME CHANGER 
Danny Kelly (Elias 
Anton) is outraged 

when his coach 
tells him he should 
swim butterfly, not 

freestyle, which 
is his passion.  

 Martin 
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Ridge Mark

Ashley 

SHANGHAI SHOWDOWN
Stunned to discover a shirtless 

Thomas in the Forrester Mansion 

kitchen talking to Caroline, Ridge 

blasts him for not l ying to Shanghai 

as planned. Accusing his son of being 

seli sh, Ridge orders him to China but 

Thomas snaps that he’s not moving. 

He’s Douglas’s father and Ridge has 

to respect his role in the baby’s life. 

EYES WIDE OPEN
Reminiscing about how hard it was to 
connect with Massimo after learning 
that Eric was not his father, Ridge tells 
Caroline he wants Douglas to see the 
world through his eyes.  
Also airing:
● Thomas doesn’t move to China.
● Sasha admits her pregnancy lie.

OUT OF PATIENCE
Anxious to dethrone his father from the 
family business, Luca orders Adam to 
produce proof of Victor’s misdeeds so they 
can turn their fathers over to the FBI.
Also airing:
● Traci overhears Ashley telling Billy that 
she (Ashley) should be the one who’s dying.
● Luca catches Marisa and Noah in 
a warm embrace.

BREAK-UP PLAN
Mark is rattled when Steph 
has lunch with Belinda but 
Steph insists it’s just to “clear 
the air”. Belinda shows up with
wine and l owers having been coached by 
Paul to do all she can to break them up.
Also airing:
● The new teacher clashes with Piper.
● Will Xanthe’s dress scam backi re?

BRINGING RIDGE DOWN
Berating Justin for not putting Quinn 
behind bars, Bill orders his henchman 
to dig up dirt on Ridge so he can oust 
him and take over Forrester Creations. 
Also airing:
● Brooke admires Thomas’s bond with 
baby Douglas.
● Sasha announces she’s moving 
back to Chicago.

WEE LITTLE LIE
Determined to produce a positive 
pregnancy test, Sasha covertly steals 
a pregnant woman’s urine to use for her 
test, sure she’ll get the result she wants.
Also airing:
● Caroline is stunned by Ridge’s move 
to banish Thomas to China.
● Eric refuses Rick’s request to replace 
Ridge as Forrester Creations CEO.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
After witnessing the crash, Marisa 
purposely protects Noah from police 
interrogation and then horrii es Noah with 
the details of the incident. She begs him 
never to say anything to anyone. 
Also airing:
● Simon fears Billy’s doctors are 
jeopardising his life.
● Victor blames Jack for Billy’s predicament.

SHAKING THINGS UP
Elly makes quite an entrance when she 
returns to Erinsborough. The English 
teacher (who lives a more reckless life 
beyond the classroom) instantly ruffles 
feathers and causes quite a stir, taking 
a special interest in the Brennan brothers.
Also airing:
● Piper makes a shocking discovery.
● Xanthe’s dream night gets underway.

MEDICAL MEDIATORS
With Jack opposing Ashley and Jill’s desire 
to have Simon treat Billy, Stitch intercedes 
in order to weigh up the medical options 
and i nally decides to treat Billy traditionally. 
Also airing:
● Jack shows interest in Kevin’s new 
business venture.
● Stitch’s son Max appears in town, 
claiming Abby killed his mother.

OLD FEELINGS
Steph is forced to warn off Belinda 
when Belinda kisses her and then to 
go into damage control when she i nds 
out Charlie saw it. But did the kiss stir 
up Steph’s old feelings?
Also airing:
● Jack sees a new side of Paige.
● Karl’s bike campaign hits a snag.

PRIZE POISON
Overhearing Katie and Thomas talking 
about Ridge’s “secret”, Bill pressures 
Katie into revealing that Ridge isn’t the 
baby’s father. Katie begs her husband 
to keep the secret.
Also airing:
● Vivienne tentatively takes Julius back.
● Ridge confesses he wouldn’t have told 
Thomas the truth if Katie hadn’t forced it.

BAD MUM?
After an emotional Max 
disappears, Abby chastises 
herself for failing as a 
stepmother with the new child
in her life while Stitch i nds the boy and
convinces him to give Abby a chance.
Also airing:
● Billy’s condition deteriorates after surgery.
● Victor strikes against Luca.

INDECENT EXPOSURE
Paul pays Terese’s private investigator 
to send his information on Ryan to 
the newspaper, unknowingly exposing 
Amy’s secret past employment as 
a lingerie-clad cleaner.
Also airing:
● Will Jack change his mind?
● Lauren and Brad go on a romantic 
camping trip.

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
WEEKDAYS Midday on ARENA

NEIGHBOURS
WEEKNIGHTS 6.30pm on ELEVEN

THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL 
WEEKDAYS 4.30pm on TEN
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  *Please note: At the time of going to press, the Home and Away Guide for this week was unavailable. 
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DANGER SIGNS
Taking umbrage at Dr Anderson’s 

revelation that she advised Nick to 

back away from her, Sage rants at the 

doctor to “mind her damn business” 

and stay out of her marriage. Pleased 

with Sage’s tirade, Anderson warns 

Nick that his wife is obsessed with 

Sharon’s baby and that she could 

be a danger to the child. 

DECISION TIME
Jack’s struggle to decide between 

Paige and the church heats up when he 

has a sexy dream about her. He is further 

torn when he witnesses Paige babysitting 

Nell, which shows him a glimpse of 

family life. After asking God for a sign, 

Jack is ready to make his decision and 

heads to the church, only to i nd Father 

Guidotti collapsed on the l oor.
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Piper is all ready for
the formal but will
her parents stop her
going with Tyler? And
Xanthe also has a
few surprises in store

The night Piper and
Xanthe have been

dreaming of for weeks is inally
here but the biggest night of
their young lives has plenty of
shocks in store for the teens.

An excited Piper is all
dressed up and ready to go
with a striking frock and funky
hair. She’s enjoying a pre-event
photo shoot with Madison
unaware that Terese has
found her steamy private vlog
made for Tyler.

Terese and Brad are worried
about the depth of Piper’s
feelings for Tyler. This concern
is made even more worrisome
when Terese overhears Piper
mention her plans to sleep with
Tyler after the dance and it’s
enough for Terese and Brad
to forbid Tyler from going.

While Piper is devastated that
her big night is ruined, things
are going better for Xanthe who
has emerged in her beautiful,
but expensive gown.

She has told her dad Gary
and grandmother Sheila that
the dress is a cheap knock-off 
given for free in exchange for 
social media exposure. 

The truth is that she’s 
wearing the dress with the tags

kill
Dressed to

NEIGHBOURS
WEEKNIGHTS 6.30PM 

ON ELEVEN

on and plans to return it for
a full refund the next day.

Ben picks up Xanthe in a
limo and the two set off to have
a wonderful night. But Piper is
in no mood for fun, particularly
when she spots Tyler chatting to
a hot twenty-something woman
in the bar. The heartbroken
teen’s emotions boil over and

top 
pick

she pours a jug full of liquid over 
the woman, with Xanthe caught 
in the crossi re, potentially 
ruining her dress. 

Horrii ed, Xanthe’s night 
seems to be heading in the 
same direction as Piper’s until 
Ben becomes her knight in 
shining armour. The secretly 
in-love teen comforts his 

date before declaring his true 
feelings for Xanthe, leading to 
their i rst kiss.

Xanthe might have her man 
but she has a very expensive 
problem to deal with the morning 
after. Unfortunately for Piper, she 
might just lose Tyler forever and 
in her moment of madness may 
have made a new enemy. TVS

BIG NIGHT
Tyler 
(Travis 
Burns) 
and Piper 
(Mavournee 
Hazel) 
before the 
high school 
formal.

WHITE KNIGHT 
Ben (Felix 

Mallard) declares 
his true feelings 
to Xanthe (Lilly 

Van der Meer) 
leading to their 

first kiss.
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Esther

Jimmy

UNWELCOME MATS
Evicted from the Lomax and McQueen

houses, and the Savage lat, thanks to

their outrageous antics, Ste and Harry

perform a good deed and are rewarded

with a bed at the Osbornes’ bed and

breakfast. However, the move ends

abruptly when Ste invades the bathroom

looking for Harry and embarrasses

a naked and mortiied Jack instead.

CRY FOR HELP
Caught in between Steve and

Michelle’s marital arguments, Amy

is devastated to hear them say that

having her around is making it hard

for them to work out their problems.

Feeling unwanted, Amy guilt-trips her

mother Tracy into supporting her but

as Tracy accuses Steve of neglecting

their daughter, Amy runs away.

HARSH ELEMENTS
In the isolated forest outside the village,

Declan’s plan to murder Charity goes

awry when she shoves him into the

grave he’s dug for her and escapes

onto the lake via boat. Declan attacks

her on the boat, forcing his pursuing

nephew Robbie to intervene.

Shockingly, Declan shoots Robbie with

a lare gun and tries to drown Charity.

CORONATION STREET
WEEKNIGHTS 6.50pm on UKTV

EMMERDALE
WEEKNIGHTS 5.45pm on UKTV

HOLLYOAKS
WEEKDAYS 11.25am on UKTV 

TELLTALE TOOL
Despite his certainty that David murdered
Callum, a framed Jason fears he’ll go
down for the crime when he realises the
murder weapon is hidden in his tool bag.

Also airing:
● Izzy faces court on drug possession
and assault charges.
● Michelle hatches a plan to win
back Steve.

CANCER FEARS
Certain that his cancer has
recurred, Alie begs Rachel not
to tell Mac or his siblings that
he’s been scheduled for
an immediate biopsy.

Also airing:
● Ste and Harry’s passion provokes disaster
at the McQueen house.
● Lisa and Zack hold Joanne captive.

LAX LAB
A stranger named Juliette appears at Mill
Cottage and tells a labbergasted Jimmy
and Nicola that she’s pregnant with Jimmy’s
baby due to a mix-up at the fertility clinic.

Also airing:
● Sam’s debts impact badly on the Dingle
family’s lifestyle.
● Paddy and Sandy learn that Lawrence
didn’t die in jail, as Edna thinks.

ABDUCTION THEORY
Shell-shocked by Louis’s claims, Simone
inally comes to the realisation that it
is possible that Joanne kidnapped
Lisa years ago.

Also airing:
● Ste causes chaos at Price Slice.
● Jason confronts Dirk and Cindy for
supporting Holly and Robbie’s relationship.

STREET REBEL
Appalled to discover that Alex has lied 
to her about being discontented with his 
mother’s move to Bali, Cathy berates 
her nephew for illegally racing cars with 
his mate Jordan. 

Also airing:
● Bethany skips her school exams.
● Kylie and Max commemorate 
Callum’s life. 

DEMON VISITOR
Lawrence visits Edna, revealing
that he harbours no ill will 
against her. Comforted by 
Lawrence’s forgiveness, Edna 
learns that Lawrence had a wife and kids.

Also airing:
● Alicia keenly pushes Leyla in Pete’s 
romantic direction.
● Jimmy sets out to save his marriage. 

MEAN MARNIE
Ellie’s plan to raise money in Ziggy’s 
memory hits the skids when Marnie 
deliberately sabotages her daughter’s bid 
to give Cindy a charity beauty makeover. 

Also airing:
● Ali e gets coni rmation that he has 
Hodgkin lymphoma. 
● Freddie and Tegan join forces for 
a good cause. 

BOYFRIEND SWITCH
Accusing Todd and Billy of having an
affair, a devastated Sean dumps Billy,
who’s resigned to ending the relationship
because he’s really fallen in love with Todd.
Also airing:
● Sally is enraged that Tim has turned
their conservatory into a home brewery.
● Marion asks Billy to preside over
Callum’s funeral.

PUBLIC PASSION
Teasing his father Rakesh about the
identity of his girlfriend, Kirin later
stuns him and a crowd of patrons by
passionately kissing Vanessa in
The Woolpack.
Also airing:
● Sandy discovers that Edna sent
Lawrence White to prison for being gay.
● Jai plays professional hardball with Lisa.

PROBLEM PRINCIPLES
Found guilty after showing no mercy for
the crimes she’s committed, Izzy awaits
sentencing. A livid Gary blasts her,
suggesting that her principles may
land her in jail.
Also airing:
● Caz seethes with jealousy to see Kate
belly-dancing with Maria.
● Todd is conl icted by his feelings for Billy. 

MOVING ON
Hearing from Laurel that his soon-to-be ex-
wife Hilary is engaged to another man, Doug
disguises his true feelings to appease his
daughter’s concern for him.
Also airing:
● Edna smashes Harold’s photograph,
stunned that her dead husband’s lover
is actually alive.
● Alicia suspects Leyla’s man could be Jai.

SENSITIVE SIBLING
At Kim’s request, Esther visits Kim and
Lindsey’s institutionalised sister Kath
and is alarmed by Kath’s reaction to
a photo of Lindsey as a child.
Also airing:
● Jason’s behaviour concerns the
Roscoe family.
● “Lisa” struggles for the courage to tell
Simone and Louis she’s not their daughter.
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Holly

Lisa 

 Beth

FRIEND IN NEED
Stewing over Harold’s personal 
effects that she’s hoarded for 
years, Edna i nally accepts 
Sandy’s friendly help, forgiving 
him for tracking down Lawrence. 

Also airing:
● Victoria realises that Diane 
has feelings for Doug.
● Lisa collapses at work.

A FAMILY UNITED
After Cindy overhears the 
truth about Ali e’s condition the 
Nightingales pull together to 
help Ali e through his ordeal. 

Also airing:
● Marnie uses overheard 
information to her advantage.
● Robbie asks Holly to move 
to Edinburgh with him.

FEW PROSPECTS
At her school reunion, Beth 
insensitively admits to her old 
school nemesis Lindsey that she’s 
married to Kirk, “a lowly factory 
packer with limited intelligence!”

Also airing:
● Luke is suspicious of Caz.
● Tim’s garden party embarrasses 
Sally and her council cronies. 

MARITAL RETHINK
Experiencing cold feet about 
her arranged marriage, Priya 
considers cancelling the wedding 
upon learning that Rakesh is 
helping the Dingles sue her family.

Also airing:
● Pete and Leyla regret their night. 
● Zak blames Jai for Lisa’s 
ailing health.

SINGLE FATALITY
At the scene of the car crash, 
further carnage ensues when 
an explosion rips through one 
vehicle, endangering Holly, Cleo, 
Nathan and Rachel’s lives. 

Also airing:
● A jealous Tegan sabotages 
Liam and Celine’s sexy evening 
so she can lure Liam for herself. 

SAVING SARAH
Suffering a complete mental 
breakdown, Sarah is admitted 
to a psychiatric hospital 
to undergo much-needed 
emergency treatment.

Also airing:
● Is Callum still alive?
● Beth tries to make amends 
with Kirk. 

DELIVERY DRAMA
Juliette pressures Jimmy to cut 
ties with the baby, causing Nicola 
to storm off. Suddenly, Juliette 
collapses in labour.

Also airing:
● Lisa struggles with her new 
health regime.
● Priya is in agony as her 
wedding day dawns.

IN THE KNOW
Panicking to learn of Esther’s 
visit to Kath, Lindsey schemes 
to silence her sister, knowing 
that Kath could prove she is the 
serial killer.

Also airing:
● Marnie warns Ellie not to 
trust Freddie.
● Celine is left heartbroken. 

CORONATION STREET
WEEKNIGHTS 6.50pm on UKTV

EMMERDALE
WEEKNIGHTS 5.45pm on UKTV

Queen Vic landlord Mick

Carter might be the man of 

the house but he’s acutely aware 

that it’s the women in his life 

who rule the roost. Now Mick has 

found himself at the mercy of his 

wife Linda’s generosity. 

Mrs Carter has kindly provided 

a safe haven for the couple’s new 

acquaintance Belinda Peacock 

who’s l ed her complicated 

marriage to husband Neville. 

No sooner has Belinda become 

comfortable at the pub than 

Mick becomes embroiled in 

her problems. Devastated to 

receive Neville’s divorce petition, 

Belinda seeks Mick’s help to 

save her marriage. Anxious to 

be rid of Belinda, Mick quickly 

sees through the lies Neville is 

spreading about his wife and 

manipulates him into giving 

Belinda what she wants.

However, there’s little time 

for Mick to breathe easy. He 

and Linda are shocked when 

Mick’s Alzheimer’s-suffering 

grandmother Sylvie stumbles 

into the pub, having escaped 

from her nursing home. Mick 

gives Sylvie sanctuary, much 

to Aunt Babe’s disapproval. 

Despairing at the prospect 

of refereeing Babe and Sylvie’s 

vicious sisterly squabbles, Mick 

is further disheartened to learn 

from Sylvie’s social worker that 

she’s been deliberately upsetting 

the home’s other residents and 

is being evicted. Mick lets Sylvie 

stay with him but realises that 

housing her long term will be 

impossible for the family. 

Reluctantly, Mick and Linda 

ask Sylvie’s daughter Tina 

to house her. Trapped into 

agreeing, Tina feels she’ll live 

to regret the move, a fear that 

is realised when her girlfriend 

Sonia returns home. TVS

EASTENDERS

Mondays to Thursdays at 6.15pm
on UKTV

Carter

Sh ken by the

problems of his

house guest, Mick

is thrown into more

turmoil by the visit of

another difficult lady

HOLLYOAKS
WEEKDAYS 11.25am on UKTV

WHERE’S WOODY? 
Unnoticed by Roy, Alex steals 
his beloved car Woody to take 
Gemma to the cemetery. Alex 
returns the keys but Roy still 
detects something peculiar. 
Also airing:
● Sarah is held hostage by Lee, 
Billy’s drug-addicted brother.
● Todd is jealous of Billy and 
Sean’s reunion.

LADIES’ MAN
Village newcomer Liam sets 
hearts al utter by passionately 
kissing one woman in the 
hospital hallway and then 
seeking medical aid from two 
besotted nurses. 
Also airing:
● Two residents pack up and 
leave the village.
● Holly causes a bad car crash.

TEMPTING OFFER
Despite initially declining 
Robert’s offer to return to work 
at The Bistro out of loyalty to 
Nick, Leanne must consider her 
own welfare when faced with 
a sudden i nancial crisis.
Also airing:
● Roy receives a speeding ticket.
● Gemma offers Alex good advice.

DIGGING DOUG
Impressed with Doug’s esteemed 
status as an internet TV star 
thanks to his vlog Diggy Dougie, 
Diane can’t hide her growing 
attraction to him.
Also airing:
● Priya’s anorexia rears its head.
● Juliette wants Jimmy to legally 
dissociate himself from the baby.

INSIDE JOB
Tensions mount between 

Jason and Phelan at the 

builders’ yard, prompting 

Phelan to arrange another 

robbery to give him leverage 

to later take over the business. 

Phelan has his henchman steal 

the materials needed for the 

Nazirs’ orangery construction.

ALARM BELLS
Slumped against a car outside 

the factory, Lisa clutches 

her chest and struggles to 

breathe, afraid she’s having 

a heart attack. She’s rushed 

to hospital where she’s 

diagnosed with angina. 

Staring at his stricken wife, 

Zak worries he will lose her.

MAMA’S MAN
Initially rejecting Freddie’s 

invitation for a date, Ellie 

has second thoughts and 

offers to give him a second 

chance to woo her. Before 

she can contact Freddie, he 

becomes sexually intrigued 

with her mother Marnie 

who’s also attracted to him. 

WEEK 2  JUL 18-JUL 22, 2016 top 
pick

confusion



L
iz is the mother hen
of theWentworth
Correctional Centre,
a woman who always

likes a chat and knows all
the secrets of her closest
circle. She was, therefore,
the perfect choice when the
police needed someone to
befriend Sonia and extract
top-secret information out
of her about the mysterious
disappearance the cosmetics
queen is on remand for.
Liz (Celia Ireland) knew

it was a big task to take on
but she has given it her all.
Her best efforts with Sonia
(Sigrid Thornton), however,
are about to backire on her
in spectacular ways and turn
viciously deadly in upcoming
episodes of Wentworth.
Sonia is in prison on the

suspicion of murdering
her best friend, who has
disappeared. She was also
a prime suspect in the
disappearance of her former
husband, who went missing
years ago.
And now a terriied Liz

wonders if she is about to
become Sonia’s next victim
as the psychotic socialite
has seen through Liz’s ruse
to ingratiate herself and gain
inside information.

The plan was
for Liz to gather
as much secret

information as she
could about the icy
Sonia. That plan,
however, is about

to backfire
and turn
deadly.

primetime
WENTWORTH

Tuesdays
at 8.30pm
on SOHO

Too
close 
for 
comfort
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Liz is now on a deadly
path that she cannot step
back off. She cut a deal with 
the police that if she can get 
enough information on where 
the bodies of Sonia’s two 
suspected victims are, Liz will 
be able to secure a reduction 
in her own sentence.

But the wily Sonia is already 
i ve steps ahead of all of them. 
Sonia has been watching with 
curiosity as Liz has performed 
this merry dance of friendship 
and camaraderie with her, 
knowing all too well that the 
veteran inmate has been up 
to something all along.

And now, Sonia lets Liz know 
she is onto her, and wants to 
settle the score. Sonia is about 
to turn the tables and become 
the one who wants answers out 
of Liz as she has caught Liz out 
on one too many lies.

All the times Liz has 
attempted to dig into Sonia’s 
past, Sonia has duly noted 
one bald-faced lie after 
another that Liz has told, 
and been fascinated by Liz’s 
bizarre behaviour.

So when Liz concocts
a new tale about how she
is in prison for premeditated 
murder, it takes a matter of 
hours for Sonia to tell her that 
she knows Liz’s tale is a big lie. 
The murder Liz committed all 
those years ago was actually 
an awful accident.

“Liz, why would you tell me 
a story like that when it is a 
lie?” a chilling Sonia asks, as 
she closely studies Liz’s face for 
her response. The confounded 
Liz is too scared to reply.

It was the exact same 
reaction only weeks ago when 
Sonia confronted Liz and 
queried why she had displayed 
such an unusual curiosity 
about Sonia’s life. “Liz, you ask 
me so many questions, and 
you know you do. Why?” Sonia 
queried, as she stared deeply 
into Liz’s eyes.

Now that Sonia knows the 
score, she is about to change 
all the rules. She is now 
determined to i nd information 
on Liz, as opposed to the recent 
months in which Liz has dug 
endlessly into Sonia’s past.

Liz can feel a distinct chill 
as the once friendly banter 
between the two women turns 
nto a sinister game of cat and 
mouse, as the person who 
was being chased has now 
become the chaser. And the 
lacial Sonia is used to getting 

what she wants. Every time.
“You can’t predict what 

Sonia is really up to as her 
situation is so complex,” Sigrid 
Thornton tells TV SOAP.

“There is so much circling 
going on between them, but 
Sonia has been very aware 
hat Liz has been up to 
something from early on.

“She [Sonia] has a fair 
it of i re in her and she is 

not easily intimidated by her 
circumstances or by the other 
women. She is especially not 
ntimidated by Liz.”

This lack of fear is about to 
lay out in an ominous new 

chapter when Liz realises 
Sonia is now after revenge. 
It seems Sonia’s speciality 
in life is that when she wants 
people to disappear, they do.

But it is the night Liz wakes 
up to i nd a steely Sonia 
staring through the door at 
her as she sleeps that Liz 
is struck with terror, and 
wonders what Sonia is really 
capable of. She knows Sonia 
now has a plan and with 
a ready stash of cash at 
hand, she can buy any 
favour she needs.

Poor Liz has no idea what 
to do or where to turn. She 
can’t turn to Bea (Danielle 
Cormack) or any of her other 
close friends, as they would 
be horrii ed that she has 
been dealing with the police 
behind their backs, against 
another inmate. And she 
can’t turn to the prison staff 
as she promised them she 
would get the information 
on Sonia they want.

So Liz now i nds herself 
on her own. And when Sonia 
makes her next move, Liz 
will discover being alone is 
a terrifying place to be. TVS

 

 

 

SINISTER GAME
Liz (Celia Ireland) 

(left) is terrified 
she is about 

to become the 
latest victim of 

Sonia (Sigrid 
Thornton) (right) 

who is suspected 
of murdering 
two people.
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primeti e
THE KETTERING INCIDENT

Another teenage
girl has gone missing

in Kettering, soon
after Anna’s return,

deepening her resolve
to find out what’s

really going on

t th
The

is out there

A
na s shock return

to Kettering 15 
years after the 
disappearance 

of her friend Gillian has 
well and truly shaken up 
the small town. Haunted 
by voices and visions and 
experiencing blackouts, 
Anna is desperate to i nd 
out what really happened 
to Gillian who vanished 

while they were walking 
through the Kettering 

Forest as teenagers. 
Few people have 

been pleased 
to see Anna 
(Elizabeth 
Debicki) back. 
Though she 
got a warm 
welcome from 
old friend Fergus 

(Henry Nixon), 
even her father Roy 

(Anthony Phelan) is 
wary of the daughter 

he was once so close 
too. However, teenager Chloe 
(Sianoa Smit-McPhee), who is 
desperate to escape town one 
day, is intrigued by Anna. She 
even took her to a party in the 
forest and shared that she too 
has seen the strange lights 
like those Anna saw before 
Gillian (Miranda Bennett) ran 
off into the forest never to 
be seen again.

So when Chloe went 
missing during the party, the 
locals started whispering 
about Anna’s return coinciding 
with another disappearance. 
But for Anna, who keeps 
losing chunks of time that 
she cannot remember, the 
situation with Chloe makes 
her even more determined 
to know the truth about what 
happened to Gillian.

Anxious to help i nd Chloe 
and get her own answers, 
Anna joined the search in the 
forest but the past trauma she 
is yet to deal with paralysed 
her with fear and she had to 
be escorted back to base, no 
closer to i nding the truth.

In an attempt to get some
sort of clarity, Anna tracked 
down her old doctor. Dr 
McKenzie (Kris McQuade), 
who was pushed out of town 
after raising concerns about 
toxins in the water, saw Anna 
when she was brought in 
that fateful night but couldn’t 
assess her properly because 
her father rushed her away. 
Anna was shocked to i nd 
out she had blood under 
her i ngernails and though 
Dr McKenzie reveals Chloe has 
also been having nosebleeds 
and blackouts she warned 
Anna to go back to London.

Anna’s attempt at 
questioning Chloe’s parents 
about her symptoms and what 
she knew about the lights 
backi red and led to a heated 
confrontation with Roy. She 
demanded answers about 
who cleaned her up the night 
Gillian disappeared and where 
the blood on her came from 
but Roy furiously pushed back 
declaring that Anna knows the 
truth, implying that it’s trapped 
deep in her mind.

Though Anna is far from 
i nding out what really 
happened it is clear there’s 
more to the story. Alien 
theories, strange lights and 
bizarre symptoms aside, 
there are other mysteries in 
Kettering threatening to be 
exposed. Is there something 
sinister going on at Mother 
Sullivan’s Ridge, the property 
Roy, Max (Damien Garvey) 
and Craig (Ben Oxenbould) 
have had secret meetings 
about and the same spot 
search dogs refused 
to go into, shaking and 
whimpering like their trainer 
had never seen before? 

Whatever happened 15 
years ago and is going on 
now, Anna will have to hold 
on to any ounce of strength 
she has left if she’s going 
to be able to dig deeper 
not only into her own 
psyche but the secrets 
of Kettering as well. TVS

STRANGE DAYS
Dr Anna Macy 

(Elizabeth 
Debicki) wants 

to uncover long- 
buried secrets.

Mondays at 
8.30pm on 
SHOWCASE
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When the Ford Motor Company introduced the Mustang in
the Spring of 1964, this first-of-its-kind “pony car” became
an instant classic. You only need to say the name to conjure
up an image of sporty styling and performance... with that
prototypical long hood and short rear deck, the famous logo
with galloping horse and red, white and blue stripes on the gas
cap and steering wheel, and the cool touches of wood grain and
chrome throughout the interior. Now you can pay tribute to this
automotive legend with the “Mustang: An American Classic”
Commemorative Watch, an officially licensed, custom design 
available only from The Bradford Exchange.

The Mustang was indeed a distinctive original, and our designers
have gone to great lengths to capture many of its unique features
in a retro-style design and, then, matched it with the superb
craftsmanship of the finest contemporary timepieces. With this
custom-crafted watch, you’ll enjoy a whole stat sheet of features.

Each precision crafted watch comes with a Certificate of
Authenticity in a deluxe presentation case emblazoned with the
original Mustang logo. Demand is expected to be strong, so don’t
delay, reserve your watch today at the remarkable price of just
$249.95, which can be yours in 5 easy instalments of $49.99,
plus $19.99 postage and handling. To reserve the “Mustang:
An American Classic” Commemorative Watch, complete with a
Certificate of Authenticity, and backed by our unconditional 120-
day guarantee send no money now. Just return the coupon or go 
online today at www.bradford.com.au/ford

TIMING IS EVERYTHING... 

DON’T MISS OUT!

Delivering Sporting Styling 

and Solid Performance 

Just Like Its Namesake

 THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE

Please Respond Promptly

YES! Please reserve “Ford Mustang Commemorative 

Watch” for me as described in this advertisement. 

I understand I need pay nothing now.

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to The Bradford Group.
©2016 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617                             

 01-16704-001

For Father’s Day delivery, order online by Friday, 26th August 2016. If 

responding by mail, we must receive this coupon by Friday, 12th August 

2016 and your fi rst instalment by Friday, 19th August 2016.  All sales 

subject to product availability and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may 

apply. Our privacy policy is available online at www.bradford.com.au. From time 

to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to contact you. If you would 

prefer not to receive such offers, please tick this box. ❑ 

PERFECT GIFT FOR FATHER’S DAY



Matt on a mission

Matt Le Nevez 
is back on screen 
in three local 
dramas. And 
though the roles 
are very different 
in each, battling 
life’s toughest 
dilemmas is the 
consistent theme 
for all three

T
he coming months 
of Aussie TV drama 
might very well become 
known as a “Festival of 

Matt Le Nevez”.
On Love Child, Le Nevez 

plays the troubled Jim Marsh, 
desperately in love with Joan 
Millar, but facing manslaughter 
charges that could ruin his life.

On the new series The 
Kettering Incident, he is Brian 
Dutch, a tough city cop who 
i nds himself trying to solve 
a missing person case in a 
Tasmanian wilderness town.

And to round out this 
festival, Le Nevez will also be 
starring in the title role in the 
upcoming new mini-series 
Brock, about motor-sport 
legend Peter Brock, who was 
tragically killed in a horror 
accident a decade ago.

TROUBLED 
Matt Le Nevez 
as Jim Marsh 
and Jessica 
Marais as 
Joan Millar 
with on-screen 
baby James, 
in Love Child.
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“It’s so strange that you ilm
all these roles in these projects,
and then they all make it onto
TV at about the same time,”
Le Nevez laughs, as he chats
with TV SOAP.

“But this is a good time for
me and the thing I like about the
three men is they are all so very
different to each other.

“Jim is a sweet guy with a
good heart, but always inds
trouble along the way. Brian
is no-nonsense man who is
quite morally bankrupt. And
Peter Brock is one of the great
sporting heroes of this country,
but whose life was often
a complex situation.”

All three of the TV dramas
have Le Nevez playing men
facing huge dilemmas in their
lives, yet struggling as they try
to work out a way forward.

In upcoming episodes of
Love Child, Jim and Joan’s
(Jessica Marais) relationship is
put to the test in the wake of his
arrest on manslaughter charges.
While Joan is certain Jim is
innocent and wants to support
him, they both ind all the

commotion surrounding them
begins to shred at the binds
that hold them together.

“What becomes really
interesting about these two
people is that they are trying so
hard to exist within very troubled
circumstances,” Le Nevez says.
“In some ways, they are in a
relationship that neither of them
really chose, but they do have
this genuine love for each other.

“What makes things really
difficult for them is that there are
so many circumstances outside
the relationship that put such
stress on them, and it then gets
even more complicated.

“The relationship between
Jim and Joan is not an easy

journey for them but they really
do love each other.”

Not that there is much love
between Detective Brian Dutch
and any of the people living
in the small Tasmanian town
of Kettering in the new Foxtel
series The Kettering Incident.
As far as Dutch is concerned,
just about everyone is a
suspect in the mystery of
a girl who went missing.

Dr Anna Macy (Elizabeth
Debicki) is on top of his list
of people to watch. She left
Kettering when she was just
14, shortly after her best friend
disappeared. Now it’s 15 years
later and when Anna returns to
town, her reappearance causes

a stir everywhere she goes.
Theories and rumours persist
about what really happened
when her friend went missing
— from Anna killing the girl
to alien abduction.

Then when another girl
suddenly disappears, Anna
becomes the prime suspect
in the case, and all the old
wounds from years ago rise
to the surface.

“Dutch does not believe in
coincidence and the fact that this
woman is caught in the middle
of two big events 15 years
apart is not a coincidence — he
knows it is all connected and
he starts out on a journey to
igure it out,” Le Nevez explains.

“This guy is a mass
of contradictions.
While he is trying
to solve the missing
person case, he is
also trying to cover
his tracks, as not
all his dealings are
above board. He is
a morally bankrupt
man who does not
believe in any social
niceties.”

And that
especially applies to
the way he relates
to Anna. While the
ice-cold beauty is
unlike any other
woman he has met
before, as far as
Dutch is concerned,
she is dangerous
and needs to be
kept under close
surveillance.

“He is intrigued
by her, as he has
heard so much
about her, and now
here she is back
in town. And that
is when everything
really takes such
a dramatic turn.”

It is as Peter
Brock in the soon-

to-screen Brock mini-series
that Le Nevez takes his biggest 
change of tune, as the larger-
than-life hero also led a big life 
away from the racing-car track.

The legendary status of the 
man, Le Nevez admits, was one 
of the biggest hurdles in the role. 

“A lot of people loved Peter and 
want to honour his memory and 
achievements with a story that 
does him justice — and I think we 
have done that,” Le Nevez says. 

“I want to share Peter’s story 
with a new generation of fans 
as he was an incredibly complex 
man who always followed his 
heart. When it comes to great 
sporting heroes, he was one 
of the best.” TVS
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Le Nevez plays 
racing driver Peter 
Brock in the mini-
series Brock. “He 
was an incredibly 
complex man,” 
the actor says.

INTRIGUED
As Brian Dutch in The 

Kettering Incident, 
Le Nevez plays a 

detective keeping a close 
eye on Anna Macy, the 

focus of many rumours.
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Thanks to Murdoch Books, 7 lucky
TV SOAP readers will win the cook book
Chocolate, valued at $49.99 each. That’s
a total prize value of $349.93!

CHOCOLATE
COOK BOOK

Dark and luxurious or creamy and light ... drizzling, oozing
or baked ... there are many ways to enjoy chocolate, but
there is only one “Queen of Chocolate”. KirstenTibballs,
world-renowned Australian chocolatier and pastry chef,
has devoted her life to the pursuit of delightful desserts,
perfecting her techniques and creating decadent treats
that make people happy.
Whether you’re after a knockout chocolate mousse cake,
sticky chocolate doughnut or the best brownie you’ve ever
tasted, Kirsten has you covered. Her favourite chocolate
recipes, road-tested at her cooking school, and detailed
explanations of steps and techniques will instil conidence
in the most kitchen-shy of chocolate lovers. So, go on —
melt that bowl of chocolate, line a baking sheet and relax.

In stores now.

7
to win!WIN

WIN Prizes...

Chocolate-coated 
honeycomb
Honeycomb is simple to make but there are a few tips to 

ensure you create a perfect result every time. When adding 

in the bicarbonate of soda, just whisk it until combined or 

else you’ll knock out all the air. The honeycomb needs to be 

coated in chocolate shortly after it has cooled to avoid it 

absorbing moisture and going soft. 

SERVES 6-8

INGREDIENTS

225g caster (superi ne) sugar

55g honey

85g liquid glucose

10g (2 teaspoons) bicarbonate of soda (baking soda), sifted

480g good-quality milk chocolate, coarsely chopped

METHOD
Place a large sheet of baking paper on a heatproof surface. 
Put the sugar, honey, glucose and 40ml (2 tablespoons) 
water in a saucepan over medium heat and stir until it starts 
to boil. Once boiling, stop stirring the mixture. When the 
temperature reaches 157°C (315°F) — if you don’t have 
a thermometer the bubbles on the surface should reach a 
light golden colour — add the sifted bicarbonate of 
soda and whisk just a few times to incorporate. Pour 
the honeycomb mixture onto the baking paper and 
don’t move it until it is cold. 

Temper the milk chocolate. Break the honeycomb up into 
small pieces and mix it through the tempered chocolate 
until well coated. Spread the honeycomb on a tray lined with 
baking paper and leave at room temperature to set. If your 

room temperature is too warm, place in a sealed container 
in the refrigerator. Break the honeycomb sheet up in 
large chunks and serve or wrap in cellophane or sealed 
packaging to present as a gift. This has a 4-week shelf 
life if left in a single sheet. Once broken up, it will need 
to be eaten within a few days.

More prizes page 58. For 
your chance to win, fill out 
the coupon on page 53

WORTH OF PRIZES TO WIN!

 $1321
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My letter is about Quinn 

(Rena Sofer) on The Bold 

and the Beautiful. What 

a monster she is, always

meddling, trying to ix Wyatt’s 

love life. She’s worse than Jane 

Fonda in the movie Monster-in-

Law. Kidnapping Liam (Scott 

Clifton) and then toying with 

him. She’s as evil as Malei cent 

in Sleeping Beauty. Good

heavens, if real mothers-in-law 

did that, there would be none left.

R. Bugeja, Pendle Hill, NSW.

The author of
the Star letter
will win this
great art 
pack from
STAEDTLER,

valued at

 WIN

said it!you
Star 
letter

Cast your net wide
I love watching soaps and can’t get enough of the shows

on TV so it’s fantastic that so many are being made for the
internet.Your special on Ladies of the Lake in TV SOAP
June 27 means I now know who’s who and will be up to

speed when I get a chance to watch it. It’s such a thrill
to see my favourites from Days of Our Lives stretch their

incredible acting skills as different characters. The Bay
series looks like a good one to check out, too. Thanks

for bringing these productions to my attention.

M. Haenke, Goulburn, NSW.

www.tvsoap.com.au
web

acebook.com/
vsoapmagazine

Blog Spot! 
Want to share your 

houghts? We’d love 

o hear from you!

c/- TV SOAP, Locked Bag 5555, St Leonards, NSW 1590, Australia;
tvsoap@nextmedia.com.au Please include your full name and addressyou said it

 Martha Madison 

Monster-
in-law
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Competition
closes

July 25,

2016

WIN PRIZES pages 50 & 58

■ House of Cards: Season 4 DVD

■ Cetaphil skincare pack

■ Rake: Series Four DVD

■ Chocolate cook book

For your chance to win, ill in this entry form and send it in. Tick the prize/s you’d
most like to win. Enter as many times as you like, but only ORIGINAL coupons. No photocopies please.
Send the original coupon to:

July 25 Prizes,TV SOAP, Locked Bag 5555, St Leonards, NSW 1590

PRIZE & DVD ENTRY FORMSOAP

AUSTRALIA’S No.1

Name…….....…...................................................Ph.……………..............

Address…….....…...............................................………….…………........

...........……………………................State……........Postcode……............

Email……..............................................................................................

Tell us in no more than 25 words which soap 
star you think is most fit and healthy and why?

.............………………………...................................................

.............………………………...................................................

.............………………………...................................................

.............………………………...................................................

.............………………………...................................................

COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS. This is a game of skill and chance plays no part in determining the winners. Winners who wish to be notiied of their prize status immediately, please provide an 
email address with your entry, and we will notify WINNERS ONLY after the draw. Participants will be required to list their own name, address, postcode, telephone number and email address (if applicable) 
plus the answer to the question to complete their entry. Competition commences July 11, 2016 and entries must be mailed to TV SOAP, Locked Bag 5555, St Leonards, NSW 1590. Entries will be judged  
by a panel of TV SOAP staff on July 25, 2016, the winner will be notiied by mail and no correspondence will be entered into. Prize cannot be transferred or redeemed for cash. Employees of the promoter, 
their associated agencies and families are ineligible to enter. nextmedia accepts no responsibility for any loss, damages or injury incurred in taking up the prize. All entries become the property  
of the promoter. This competition is only open to permanent residents of Australia. If the winner is under 18, the prize will be awarded to their parent or guardian.

1902 299 999

Liz 03 5266 1164

Fionna 02 4341 9422

Jasman 02 4572 2198

Anastasia 08 7226 0492

Maggie 03 8307 6497

Louise 03 5266 1770

Leah 08 8358 1261

Holly 03 5248 3001

Rita 08 8288 1506

Francesca 03 5266 1174

Kay 03 5266 1770

Maggie 02 9150 6359

Mary 02 9618 1879

Annia 03 9817 3873

Alexa 03 5266 1164

Sage 07 3288 9010

Amelia 03 9436 9721
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LOV  
FRIENDSHIPThis Jane 

Austen 
adaptation 
is a witty 
take on the 
expectations of 
polite society

STARS Kate 
Beckinsale, 
Chloë Sevigny, 
Xavier Samuel

RELEASED July 21
Lady Susan 
Vernon (Kate 
Beckinsale), 
a widow, is 
staying at her 
in-laws to wait 
for rumours about 
an indiscretion to 
pass and decides 
to i nd a husband 
for her daughter 
and herself while 
she’s there. Her 
old friend Alicia 
(Chloë Sevigny) 
arrives to help 
Lady Susan on 
her mission, which 
is made all the 
more complicated 
by the arrival of 
two suitors. One 
is the handsome 
Reginald 
DeCourcy (Xavier 
Samuel), the 
other the silly 
but wealthy Sir 
James Martin 
(Tom Bennett).

movies
at the

Must 
see

SING STREET
STARS Ferdia Walsh-Peelo, Jack Reynor, 
Lucy Boynton

RELEASED July 14
In 1980s Dublin, the recession has hit Connor’s 
(Ferdia Walsh-Peelo) family hard. Not only is his 
parents’ marriage falling apart but he is forced to 
leave his private school for a rough city public 
school. After being bullied Connor makes some 
allies and decides to form a band to impress 
a girl, Raphina (Lucy Boynton). The i lm is full 
of nostalgia and includes plenty of classics 
from bands like Duran Duran and The Police.

STAR TREK: BEYOND
STARS Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto, Zoe Saldana
RELEASED July 21
The latest instalment of the Star Trek franchise has
the crew of the USS Enterprise part-way into its 
i ve-year mission. As the team members deal with 
the exhaustion and frustration of their long tenure 
in space they are struck by unknown aliens. Forced 
to abandon ship they must rally to i nd the strength to 
survive and reunite the crew. The i lm was directed 
by Fast & Furious director Justin Lin with a script 
co-written by Simon Pegg, who also plays Scotty. TVS

OUR KIND OF TRAITOR
STARS Ewan McGregor, Stellan Skarsgård, 
Naomie Harris

RELEASED July 14
Based on the book by the master of espionage 
thrillers, John le Carré, Our Kind of Traitor i nds couple 
Perry (Ewan McGregor) and Gail (Naomie Harris) 
caught between the Russian mai a and a British 
secret agent. Russian money launderer Dima (Stellan 
Skarsgård) enlists Perry to hand over a USB drive to 
British Intelligence but with corruption i ltering through 
the secret service, MI6 agent Hector (Damian Lewis) 
recruits the couple to bring Dima down.
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Puzzle time
Welcome to our new puzzle pages! Grab a pencil and enjoy. Solutions page 62
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3 letters
ALL
AWE
IRK
NIB
RIB
SAC
TEA
URN

4 letters
ABLE
ADDS
AGED
AREA
ARIA
EBBS
ELKS
ISLE
KILL
KISS
STUB
TUSK

7 letters
ABASHED
ASHTRAY
CRUELLY
GRIEVES
HIJACKS
ICEBERG
IMPEACH
LUNATIC
MASKING
MOMENTS
SKIDDED
YIELDED

9 letters
BLABBERED
IMAGINING
KNAPSACKS
SUBSTANCE

Celebrity
fill in
 (Given Word: STUB)

 Fit all of the listed words into 
 the grid. The letters on the light 
 pink squares will spell out the 
 name of the disguised actor 
 pictured in the centre  

#223

Steps
 Altering one letter at each stage to form 
 a new word every time, change the word 
 on the top line to the word on the bottom. 

 Use the clues to i ll in the spaces in the numbered hexagons. Each answer 
 runs clockwise but can start anywhere in the shape. Where hexagons touch, 
 they have the same letter. We’ve given you the i rst answer. The letters in the 
 white hexagon reveal a mystery keyword. 

Hexagon 
word

Clues
1. Iron-attracting bar
2. Chafe

3. Turned over, ... down
4. Computer tablet pen
5. Thick pieces

6. Nibbles between 
meals
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WIN Great Prizes...

HOUSE OF CARDS:
SEASON 4 DVD

 WIN 

Thanks to Universal Sony Pictures Home 
Entertainment, 10 lucky TV SOAP readers 
will win the TV show House of Cards: 
Season 4 on DVD, valued at $49.95 each. 
That’s a total prize value of $499.50!

The highly anticipated and critically acclaimed political drama House 

of Cards returns with a darkly addictive new season. Lead by two-time 
Academy Award winner Kevin Spacey and Golden Globe winner 
Robin Wright, season 4 newcomers include Neve Campbell and 
Oscar winner Ellen Burstyn. Created by Academy Award nominee 
Beau Willimon (The Ides of March), i nd out just how far Frank 
Underwood will go to be re-elected in House of Cards: Season 4.
Season 4 opens with Frank (Spacey) and Claire (Wright) still at odds 
with each other. Claire’s determination to be a political i gure puts 
Frank’s campaign and marriage in jeopardy. Meanwhile Frank battles 
for the Democratic Party nomination and seeks a suitable running 
mate. While the young, attractive Republican candidate Will Conway 
(Joel Kinnaman) uses social media to increase his popularity, 
Lucas (Sebastian Arcelus) is let out of prison and will stop at 
nothing to expose the truth about President Underwood.

Available to own on DVD and Blu-ray July 7.

10
to win!

WIN  WIN CETAPHIL
SKINCARE PACK
Thanks to Cetaphil, 2 lucky 
TV SOAP readers will win a 
skincare pack, valued at $96 each. 
That’s a total prize value of $192!

During winter our skin is faced with exposure to harsh 
environmental elements that leave it vulnerable to 
dehydration and sensitivity. This is why opting for 
a multi-purpose cleanser, moisturiser and SPF is 
crucial in encouraging healthy skin renewal. The range 
is specii cally designed to help protect skin from the 
elements even in the harshest conditions.

The prize pack includes Oily 
Skin Cleanser, Moisturising Lotion, 
Cleansing Cloths, Antibacterial 

Cleansing Bar, 
Moisturising Cream, 

Advance Ultra 
ating Lotion and 
phil Suntivity 
osomal Lotion.

Cetaphil 
roducts are 
available from 
pharmacies 
nationally, 
Coles and 
Woolworths. 

RAKE 
SERIES 4 DVD
Thanks to ABC DVD, 7 lucky TV SOAP
readers will win the TV show Rake: Series Four 
on DVD, valued at $39.95 each. That’s a total 
prize value of $279.65!

Last seen dangling from a balloon drifting across the Sydney 
skyline, Cleaver Greene (Richard Roxburgh) crashes 
back to earth — both literally and metaphorically, when 
he’s propelled through a harbourside window and into the 
unwelcoming embrace of an old mentor.

From here, a maelstrom of events is triggered that sees the 
lives and loves of his nearest and dearest thrown into utter 
chaos — while at the storm’s 
centre, our loveable and unlikely
hero continues to fend off moral
plague and pestilence.

Twisting and weaving the 
stories of the characters 
we’ve grown to love over 
three stellar seasons, series 
four of Rake continues the 
misadventures of Cleaver 
Greene and casts the fool’s 
gaze on all levels of politics, 
the legal system, and our 
wider fears and obsessions.

Available to own on DVD and 
Blu-ray July 13.

2
to win!

7
to win!
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SAGE RIGHT AT HOME
Former actress on The Young and the

Restless Kelly
Sullivan (Sage)
already has a new
gig. She appears
on the US cable
series Too Close
to Home, which is
written, produced
and directed by
acclaimed actor-
producer Tyler
Perry. Also in the
cast are Heather
Locklear
(ex-Amanda
Woodward,
Melrose Place)

and Matt Battaglia (ex-JL,
Days of Our Lives). Sullivan
tweeted, “I can inally talk
about what I’ve been up to!
So excited for you to see this!”

KARLA MOSLEY SINGS 

NATIONAL 
ANTHEM 
The Bold and the Beautiful’s Karla Mosley (Maya) performed the US 

Stadium in Los Angeles 
recently. She sang The 
Star-Spangled Banner 
at a Major League 
Baseball game between 
he LA Dodgers and the 

Colorado Rockies. She’s 
he second B&B actress 
o have such an honour 

— earlier this year her 
o-star Reign Edwards 

screen sister Nicole) 
lso performed the 
ng. Melissa Claire 

gan (Chelsea) of The 
ung and the Restless 

as in the crowd and 
eard Mosley perform. 
gan tweeted, “Yeahhh 
rla Mosley singing the 

ational Anthem at the 
odger Game!”

UMMER TO COME AND GO
Hunter King (Summer) of The Young 
and the Restless has been moved to 
recurring status. The change was made 
because King will be a series regular 
on US primetime sitcom Life in Pieces. 
She plays Clementine and guest-starred 
uring the show’s i rst season.

star
news

 Matt

 Kelly 

 Heather  

STUNNING VOICE
B&B’s Maya reveals her 
impressive talent as she 
sings The Star-Spangled 
Banner at the stadium.
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...and one for 
Y&R’s Kevin
The Young and the Restless 
actor Greg Rikaart (Kevin) and 
his husband, Ron Sudduth, 
welcomed the birth of their son, 
via surrogate. He posted on 
Instagram, “We i ght hate, fear, 
bigotry, homophobia and injustice 
in the world with love, intellect 
and enlightenment. In the truest 
and most pure dei nition of the 
latter words, it is with full hearts 
that Rob and I take great pride 
in introducing our son, 
Montgomery Argo 
Rikaart-Sudduth 
... He is 
light and 
love and 
magic. 
Monte, 
Rob, 
myself and 
Marcela, 
our 
trooper 
of a 
surrogate, 
are all 
doing 
fantastic.”

Baby boy 
for Adam Gregory
Former The Bold and the 
Beautiful actor Adam 
Gregory (ex-Thomas) 
and his wife Sheridan 
have welcomed their 
second baby. “My son 
has arrived!” he posted 
on Instagram. “Welcome 
to the world another 
Gregory boy.” First 
son Kanan is three.

T
h
e baby 

corn
er

...and B&B’s Bridget
The Bold and the Beautiful’s Ashley 
Jones (Bridget), and her husband Joel 
Henricks, recently welcomed son Hayden 
Joel. Jones posted a photo of her baby on 
People.com and shared, “So safe in daddy’s 
hand.” Meanwhile, Jones is already back 
at work on the taping of General Hospital 
in her role as Professor Parker Forsyth.

ESTLESS ACTRESS 
HEADING BACK
Former The Young and the Restless 
star Elizabeth Hendrickson 
(ex-Chloe) is said to be returning 
to the soap. One report said 
Hendrickson will be back “full-time 

and with a big storyline”.

DAYZEE’S REGARDS TO BROADWAY
Former The Bold and the Beautiful actress 
Kristolyn Lloyd (ex-Dayzee) is appearing 
in the Broadway musical Dear Evan 
Hansen, a show said to have “great heart 
and humour”, according to a New York 
Times critic. Lloyd previously appeared in 

an off-Broadway production of the show

OH, BOY
Greg 
(above) 
and (left) 
with Ron 
and baby 
Monte.

BABES IN ARMS
Adam with Sheridan and 

(right) their new son.

HAPPY NEWS 
A pregnant 
Ashley and 
(right) with 

husband Joel 
Henricks.
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Valance turns

designer
Olympia Valance can now add
designer to her résumé after designing
her irst range for UK lingerie label
Gossard. The Neighbours star is an
ambassador and model for the brand
and was thrilled to be asked to put
her stamp on a limited-edition range
due to be released in October. The
collection includes a one-piece and
a bra booster and features shades
of blue-green against a black base.

KWANTEN HEADLINES

ACTION FLICK
Former Home and Away star Ryan Kwanten has scored a

role in action thriller Category 5. The ilm will be directed by the
director of The Fast and the Furious, Rob Cohen. Category 5
is about hackers trying to steal millions from a US mint as a
category ive storm approaches. Kwanten will play an ex-marine
and brother to a meteorologist. Lost and Taken actress Maggie
Grace stars as a treasury agent.

In other good news for Kwanten, his animated lick Blinky Bill the
Movie is getting released in cinemas in the UK and US this year.
Kwanten voices the title character alongside other big names like

Toni Collette, Deborah Mailman, Richard Roxburgh
and David Wenham. In this version of the iconic Australian

koala’s adventures, Blinky Bill sets out on a journey to
ind out what happened to his father.

Farew
to winning 

EastEnders producer joins Y&R
Jill Faren Phelps is out as executive 
producer of The Young and the Restless. She 
is been replaced by supervising producer Mal 
Young, whose producer/writer credits include 
EastEnders. Sony Pictures Television exec 
Steve Kent says, “On behalf of everyone at 
the show, we extend our thanks to Jill for her 
years at Y&R and wish her continued success.”

OUR LOSS
Fans will miss 
friends (from 
left) Jenny, 
Riley, Sophie 
and Frances.

Solution: 
TAI HARA 
(Home 
and Away)

star
news

Hexagon word 
1. Magnet, 2. Abrade, 3. 
Upside, 4. Stylus, 5. Chunks, 
6. Snacks. Mystery keyword: 
GEISHA

Steps 003
Feet, meet, 
meat, mean, 
moan, moat, 
boat, brat, brut.

Puzzle time Solutions 
from pages 56-57



It’s time to say goodbye to our favourite
Lotto-winning friends with the current 
season of Winners & Losers coni rmed 
as the last. Sophie (Melanie 
Vallejo), Frances (Virginia Gay) 
and Jenny (Melissa Bergland) 
have come a long way since they, 
and original character Bec (Zoe 
Tuckwell-Smith), met again at 
a high school reunion and decided 
to enter the lottery together. 

Since the show started, the fourth 
friend in the group has changed three 
times. After Zoe Tuckwell-Smith left, 
Kathryn Hicks joined as Jenny’s half-
sister Sam, who left last season to move 
to the country with her foster son Cory 
(Jacob Holt) and her boyfriend Rob 
(Rupert Reid). Now the fourth member 
of the group is ice-hockey-loving tech 
expert Riley, played by former Home 
and Away actor Demi Harman. 

well 
women

Video on demand 

in demand
The number 
of Aussies 
embracing 
streaming 
services shows 
no signs of 
slowing down 
with close to
5 million of 
us now using
Netl ix, according to igures from Roy 
Morgan Research.

The US video on demand platform 
remains way out in front as the most 
popular service. Locally based Stan, a 
partnership between Channel Nine and 
Fairfax, is second with just under 900,000 
Australians accessing it, while Presto, 
a venture between Foxtel and Seven, 
is watched by about 350,000 people. 

While Stan and Presto have both made 
original Australian content, Netl ix is yet to 
commission any original local shows. Stan 
has had massive 
success this 
year with its Wolf 
Creek series 
while Presto’s 
Home and 
Away special 
An Eye for an 
Eye has proved
so popular 
it is developing another two. All three
platforms have local dramas and US 
content, with some shows arriving express 
from the US or appearing exclusively 
on particular platforms, as well as 
productions from other countries.

ON THE
MOVEMARGOT 

One of the biggest acting exports from Neighbours, 
Margot Robbie, is having a massive year. Not only 
is she in two blockbusters being released this winter, 
The Legend of Tarzan and Suicide Squad, but she has 
also been cast in i lm Goodbye Christopher Robin. 
The role is a full-circle moment for Robbie who will 
star opposite Domhnall Gleeson who she acted
with in romantic comedy About Time, her irst
major movie. In Goodbye Christopher Robin,
Robbie plays the wife of Winnie the Pooh 
creator A.A. Milne (Gleeson). To top off a 
fantastic 2016, Robbie is co-producing the
movie Terminal through her and boyfriend
Tom Ackerley’s production company 
LuckyChap Entertainment. 

 Zoe played Bec.   

LOCAL DRAMA GETS A BOOST
Get set for even more home-grown dramas with John Edwards — the 
producer behind hit shows Offspring, Puberty Blues and The Secret Life of 
Us — entering a partnership with Roadshow Films. Their new production 
company will be known as Roadshow Rough Diamond and will work on 
both TV and i lm ventures. It already has several projects in development 
including a mini-series, drama series, feature i lms and documentaries.

“In the collaborative world of television production, it is great to have found
partners who share our vision of creating and celebrating unique Australian
stories, with the aim of bringing them to the world,” says Edwards. “Both Roadshow and Rough Diamond are 
100 per cent Australian in our heritage and vision, so it’s thrilling that we can garner both our resources to 
create what we believe will be a true new powerhouse of Australian drama.” TVS

 Wolf Creek 

 An Eye for an Eye 

 Offspring 




